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ABSTRACT 

 

This work has been entitled: Incubation system to intensify the reproduction of 

ostriches. 

According to the research study carried out, the problem arises of the low 

probability of life of ostriches, where the idea of creating a systematic controlled 

design to generate an artificial incubation process, with a high success rate of 

developed embryos of ostriches in the process of hatching is born. 

To develop this research, an ostrich egg incubator was created, from its structural 

design (size, shape, material), to its electrical and electronic system, which has the 

following characteristics for its operation such as: temperature, humidity, weight, 

flipping, ventilation and solar energy system, guaranteeing the optimal temperature 

values of 37.6 Co, allowing significant variations in humidity with a percentage 

ranging from about 40% to 70%, the weight range of the eggs is between 1.4 kg 

and 2.2 kg, with a flip every 30 minutes in the specific ranges of 45o, 90o and -45o, 

it is important to ensure constant energy for the device to keep the processes 

active, for this it was necessary to implement the solar cell with its respective 

elements (DC/AC-battery bank regulator, swicht, UPS, controls), ventilation within 
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the device must also be controlled with all other sensors by means of controllers. 

The research was carried out at the AVICOLOR Agricultural Experimental Station, 

located in the municipality of San Francisco de Sales Cundinamarca between 

1,520 meters above sea level at approximately 2,000 meters above sea level, in 

the artificial incubation stage. 

The incubator has generated one hundred (100%), hatched eggs in its 

incubation process, since so far 67 ostrich eggs have been incubated, 

obtaining 67 live and perfect physical ostriches, this means that from the above 

and to the technological surveillance carried out, the incubator is disclosed 

which meets the innovative and high impact characteristics for the needs of 

potential users , who are interested in the importance of preserving the lives of 

ostriches, in an adequate environment ensuring poultry production, with a high 

rate of of live chicks that allows food production for humans that at this time is 

important for its richness in protein and nutrients of its meat and the low fat it 

provides to maintain a healthy life of consumers, also opens the commercial 

market in textile companies, leather goods, art and culture projecting a 

productive market being a source of economic resource at the national level. 

Key Words (Ilustratión 2): incubator, eggs, temperatura, humedicity, device, 

control, apparatus, component, méthod, brooding, hatching, incubate, batching, 

PID, fan, weight, composition, characteristic, use, application, ostrich, birds, 
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exotic, atificial visión, difuse logic, fuzzy, programming, machine, prototype, 

actuator, sensor. 

 

 
 

Illustration 1 Keywords supported with vantage point. 
Source: Own. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 

In recent years, most artificial applications are designed to be remotely controlled 

via the Internet, to facilitate access to machines from anywhere in the world (1). 

There fore, the design of the incubator has the main characteristics of IoT 

technology, as the basis of the instrument to consolidate the technological 

innovation that it has to offer efficacy in monitoring the incubator system. 

 
When studying the breeding and incubation system of ostriches in a field work that 

has been carried out with different companies including Avicolor, Fenavi, Fonav, 

avicol, avinatur, Colciencias, deficiencies and device shortages were detected in 

the existing machines. The control systems for temperature, humidity, ventilation, 

weight, turning, ovoscope are not present in any current machine. Through 

research in surveillance and introspective technology, there is no instrument that 
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meets all the aforementioned characteristics. “The development of the intelligent 

ostrich egg incubator for the microcontroller-based and Internet-based incubation 

system, development of the intelligent egg incubation system with Arduino, 

development and temperature control of the intelligent egg incubation system for 

various types of eggs , design and implementation of a fully automated egg 

incubator, development of a solar powered poultry egg incubator” (2).   According 

to the author, the incubator for its operation is based on microcontrollers that are 

part of the IoT technology, but the proposed design does include the temperature 

control system, 

 
humidity, ventilation, egg weight, turning with solid bases and artificial intelligence. 

 
 

Worldwide, a new alternative for animal production is being generated, such as the 

ostrich (Struthio camelus), the breeding of this animal can represent a beneficial 

alternative, from an economic and sustainable point of view, and even the products 

produced are healthy for the final consumer. This represents an added value to the 

product, since new trends in consumer eating habits have changed significantly 

with the vision of healthy foods that do not harm human health, especially meat 

products since they are the main source of protein in the world; this makes it 

necessary to adjust production techniques to new realities in consumer habits, 

where a high production of food with high nutritional value is anticipated (3). Based 

on the previous value judgment, it is important to highlight that the technological 
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design implemented (incubator) contributes to generating productive and business 

development against the reproduction of ostriches, as a basis in the new source of 

protein without preservatives that harm human health, companies are at the 

forefront and interested in generating and offering this product nationwide, making 

it expansive over time. 

 
Thus, the motivation to execute this project was born, having been the problem 

posed: It can be successful in the artificial incubation process of ostrich eggs 

(Struthio camelus var. Domesticus) under adequate environmental conditions. 
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 
 
 

Ostriches generally in the hatching and incubation stage have a low probability of 

life and the mortality rate is quite high, according to concerted data the eggs must 

lose approximately 15% of the original weight during incubation. Ostrich eggs must 

be stored properly, taking into account the parameters that have been recorded. 

From our point of view, the artificial incubation of bird eggs in our case ostrich egg 

is a rare practice among people dedicated to the management and production of 

this type of bird (4). 

 
 

However, most do not have artificial incubators, in part, due to the high cost of 

some of them, which directly affects production costs. That is why in this work we 

present an analysis and a design proposal for an incubation system (5), which 

seeks to cover aspects mainly of functionality and efficiency according to the 

embryonic development of the ostrich egg, which would also help to reduce costs. 

production lines mentioned above. A poultry incubator's main objective is to 

maintain the appropriate conditions for the birth of the bird that is intended to be 

hatched based on a phenomenological analysis that occurs within the incubation 

period, for this, a review of the most relevant aspects that determine hatchability 

must be carried out beforehand of the eggs. 
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Such as the aspects of egg quality, incubation temperature, ventilation inside the 

incubator, movement or turning of the eggs to be incubated and good hygiene of 

the equipment. The incubator is an equipment designed (6), to maintain the 

necessary conditions of controlled temperature, ventilation, relative humidity and 

automatic turning, in order to take care of the development of fertile egg embryos 

in an environment that is suitable and suitable for the process. of incubation, said 

control will be carried out by means of a system of sensors, artificial intelligence 

that controls the different devices of the system. 

 
 

Regarding heat transfer, incubators basically use natural or forced convection of 

the air mixture that is generated inside them. Incubation failures are commonly due 

to fundamental factors such as lack of ventilation and poor air flow, these small 

problems are what motivate us to carry out this research in order to measure the 

efficiency of our incubation equipment and therefore get more births. Certainly 

technology and tools are already available (7). Success and future continuity will 

depend on the capacity of practical use made of the knowledge accumulated and 

obtained through the years in the field of poultry. 
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3. OBJECTIVES 
 
 
 
 

 

3.1 GENERAL PURPOSE 

 
Generate an innovative incubation system, with IoT technology, through electrical 

systems, with electronic devices controlled, that is feasible and viable in order to 

intensify the hatching of ostriches. 

3.2 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

 
➢ Design an incubation system with hardware and software systems to carry 

out analyzes and tests that guarantee non-mortality in the ostrich 

reproduction process. 

➢ Implement an intelligent system with electrical and electronic elements that 

guarantees the operation of the incubation system in ostriches. 

➢ Check the operation and efficiency of the ostrich egg incubator during the 

incubation process. 

➢ Track the performance of sensors (temperature, humidity, weight, CO2), 

actuators (motors, fans, heaters and humidifier) and electrical and electronic 

systems. 
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4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
 
 
 

4.1 OVERVIEW OF THE OSTRICH 

 
The main countries that breed ostriches commercially are South Africa, France, 

Spain, Canada, Israel, the United States, Brazil and Australia. Among the countries 

consuming fresh and frozen meat, the United States, France, Switzerland, 

Germany, the Netherlands and Japan stand out (8). The main ostrich exporting 

countries are South Africa, Spain, Canada and the United States (9). 

 
 

In the poultry industry, ostriches have been raised commercially in more than 50 

countries, on farms, farms and hatcheries; the leather of its skins, the quality of its 

feathers and the exotic flavor of its meat is a source of food low in fat, cholesterol 

and calories, it is innovative in marketing the benefits of these new products 

offered by the ostrich . The life of an ostrich is approximately 40 or 45 years, in 

which in its season of maturity (10) it can lay, in the year 60 to 90 eggs which have 

an approximate weight of 3 pounds and its mating way is two females and one 

male per pen, which guarantees their reproduction, where it is validated that they 

are birds of warm climate (24 °C) and their food is based on roots, leaves, flowers, 

concentrate and mainly a good flow of water. 
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Within the natural environment, the ostrich   (11), has lost its reproduction due to 

the climatic aspects that influence that the species is maintained and that the 

ecological balance is lost, this being essential for the life of all species, including 

the ostrich; Faced with this problem, the idea was born to create a device that 

guarantees the incubation of the fertile eggs of the bird through statistical tests 

based on mathematical guidelines and methodological processes that contribute to 

the effectiveness and efficiency of an incubation process. 

 
 

The incubation of ostrich eggs is a process that involves various factors such as its 

characteristics, storage capacity in breeding sites, environmental conditions and 

the time factor, to achieve a greater probability of healthy bird births. To build an 

incubator it is necessary to carry out a detailed study of the breeding of ostriches 

(12), artificial incubation of eggs consists of replacing the mother bird so that it 

does not need to be next to the egg incubating for this to be achieved, the 

incubation process It is successful, if the egg is recent, the incubator has the 

possibility of increasing the population of birds in its habitat. 

 
 

To carry out this incubation process, a series of previous steps are necessary, 

such as: cleaning the egg, physically checking the egg, choosing only the eggs that 
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are in the best conditions, it must be taken into account that it is necessary have 

control (13) of: temperature, ventilation, humidity and the movement or turning of 

the egg, for a certain period of time, so that if all these conditions are met we will 

have a great possibility of success in the birth of birds . 

This project tries to improve what has already been done within the incubator field 

with the help of a phenomenological analysis which, as its name implies, is based 

on the detailed study of events that occur in a period of time within the incubator, 

controlling and improving the incubation process more efficiently. The careful 

analysis of these events in most of the current applications (14) allows us to take 

into account all the qualitative knowledge which is of great help in order to carry out 

a good design of the incubator and logically a successful operation of it. This 

adaptable aspect of the phenomenological study allows us to begin the automation 

(15), of processes such as the start-up (incubator), and the perfect operation of the 

parameters to be controlled. 

 
 

When introducing a phenomenological analysis to a process we have to reflect as 

main advantages: the production of more competitive and fault-tolerant systems, 

referring to the best conservation and care of the birds that we want to adopt in our 

process, in our case we are only focusing to ostriches, this will obtain multiple 

benefits (3) for companies engaged in poultry production, referring directly to the 

elevation of an improvement in production and therefore to the decrease in 
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incubator costs. With the success of this project it will be possible for the incubator 

to be used by anyone who has basic knowledge of poultry (16), we consider the 

importance that must exist at the time of using the incubator since the parameters 

mentioned above must be established above for the correct incubation of eggs. 

 
 

Arauco (17), indicates that the ostrich is grouped according to the following 

taxonomic classification: Class Birds, Order Strucioriformes, Genus Struthio and 

Species camelus. The commercial variety corresponds to a hybrid, Struthio 

camelus var. domesticus, named African Black, which originated mainly from the 

South African subspecies S.c. australis, S.c. camelus and S.c. syriacus, among 

others. 

 
 

The ostrich (Illustration 3) is the largest living bird in the world, it belongs to a group 

of birds called ratites, consisting of the emu, ñandú, kiwi and cassowary. This 

group of birds is characterized by being good running birds, which have lost the 

ability to fly. The main exploited species are the African Ostrich, Struthio camelus; 

Emu, Dromaius novaehollandiae originating in Australia and the Common Rhea, 

Rhea americana originating in Central and South America. There are four 

subspecies or geographic breeds of ostrich and their trade name: 
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➢ Red-necked: - S. camelus camelus, North African ostrich - S. camelus 

massaicus, Masai ostrich. 

➢ Blue-necked: - S. camelus australis, South African ostrich - S. camelus 

molybdophanes, Ethiopian or Somali ostrich. 
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➢ Black-necked: S. camelus var. Domesticus, called "African Black", this is a 

hybrid, developed from selective crossings between various wild and wild 

species, destined for commercial use. This domesticated variety is 

appreciated because it reaches its sexual maturity almost a year before the 

pure breeds, it is smaller in size, has a more manageable character in 

captivity, great adaptation to different ecosystems and has a higher rate of 

conversión productive. 

 
Illustration 3 Classification of ostriches. 

Source: Supported by information 1 

 

 
1 “The eBird/Clements checklist of birds of the world: v2015” 
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It is the largest and strongest bird that has managed to survive to this day, they are 

characterized by not being able to fly because their sternum lacks a keel and 

presents atrophy of the wing musculature that, although well developed, are only 

used for balance in Rapid movements, as an expressive element during courtship 

or to demonstrate aggressiveness, adult birds can reach one from head to toe of 

about 3 meters and reach weights between 63-180 kg (18). 

 
 

Ostriches have a long neck with a small head, with large eyes protected by thick 

lashes and a short, wide beak. The genera in the ostrich are easily distinguishable, 

the adult male has a black body and the primary wings and tail are curly white, the 

head, neck, flanks and thighs are skin pink. Among the characteristics of the 

females, it can be mentioned that they have a brown body, wings and tail of whitish 

or brownish color, their neck is a little more feathered than in males, the head, 

neck, flanks and thighs are pale brown (11). 

 
 

As mentioned by Gonzales (19) ostriches can live up to 70 years having a 

productive life of around 55 years; Given their wild nature, they have the ability to 

adapt to a large plurality of climates, mainly arid, semi-arid and temperate, they 

can also withstand extreme weather conditions, from 30 months of age. 
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4.2 BREEDING OF AVESTRUCES IN COLOMBIA 

 
In general terms, ostrich farms in Colombia have few differences regarding their 

management; among which the number of standard breeding units stand out (2: 1 

ratio triplets, 2 females, 1 male), and for the infrastructure to be implemented, 

according to the vision and economic capacity of the breeder or owner . Some 

farms have full equipment as a hatchery zoo and carry out all the breeding 

activities: Incubation, pre-breeding, breeding, raising and maintenance of breeding 

units with the subspecies Red Neck, Black Neck or Blue Neck (20) 

➢ Plumicolor Farm San Francisco Cundinamarca (Illustration 4, 5). 
 

 
Ilustration 2 Plumicolor Farm. 

Own source 
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Ilustration 3 Business Logo. 

Source: Plumicolor Company 2. 

 

 
➢ Villa de Leyva Colombia (Ilustratión. 6, 7). Ostrich Farm 

 
 

 

 
Ilustratión 4 Villa de Leyva ostrich farm 

Source: Expoexoticas Farm 3 

 
 

 

 

2 http://www.aviarioplumicolor.com/ 
3 http://www.espexoticas.com.co/ 

http://www.aviarioplumicolor.com/
http://www.espexoticas.com.co/
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Ilustratión 5 Villa de Leyva ostrich farm 
Own source 

 
 

 
➢ Ecotourism Park PANACA (Ilustratión 8) 

 
 

 

 
Ilustración 6 Ecotourism Park PANACA. 

Source: Supported by information 4 

 
 
 

 
4 https://panaca.com.co/ 

https://panaca.com.co/
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4.2 PRODUCTIVE PROCESSES 

 
The breeding units (two females for one male) are located in rectangular pens (800 

m2) of 10 x 80 meters, up to 1500 m2, which facilitate the activities of the stage 

and provide the opportunity for self-feeding, through grazing . The least possible 

stress is sought and requires strict control in the diet, which maintains the 

reproductive capacity of the animal, achieving stable means of hatching egg 

production (60 to 70 per season) with fertility of 80% and the lowest possible 

embryonic mortality ( less than 12%), achieving annual productions of 38 to 42 

offspring per female per year (21). 

The stages into which the production process is divided are shown below 

 
 

Feeding Stage 
 

A. Pre Breeding 
 

Refers to the stage between 5 and 7 days requires this first stage of life (19). 

Animals are born with a nutritional reserve (yolk or yolk sac) for approximately 15 

days and in their first days only consume fluids. From the third day (and depending 

on the geographical location of the breeding farm), instinctive self-feeding begins, 

gradual and progressive, according to the consumption of its nutritional reserve. 

 
 

B. Breeding 
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All process begins in the field, which is sometimes covered by extreme cold and 

strong winds, where we must bear in mind that the thermoregulatory capacity of 

the children begins to develop at 8 weeks. In order to withstand strong climatic 

changes in the open air, it is essential to have a covered system in the 

environment that guarantees a stable thermal temperature. At three weeks the calf 

starts consuming green food (similar and short-fiber toppings). In addition, it must 

be supplied with food with the required nutritional base and access to drinking 

water, permanently and fresh. In the first weeks they are high risk stages since, if 

preventive methodologies are not assumed, the mortality of the cryo is imminent. 

 
 

C. Levante 
 

It ranges from 2 months to the start of sexual maturity (18 months in our 

environment) and basic care is given in space, coverage available to grazing, 

accident prevention and adequate supply of nutrition and water, a variant is 

presented at 6 months, with respect to the units selected for slaughter, with which 

the corresponding dietary treatment is carried out, in order to make them produce 

adequate muscle mass for their destination, leading them to produce up to 130 Kg 

of live weight. Special care is required for this activity, since it is the final purpose: 

obtaining three flagship products in ostriches: high-quality skin, meat with high 

nutritional levels and oil with great dermatological properties. 
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D. Reproduction Of Ostriches 
 

The reproductive organs in the male according to (22), the testicles (responsible for 

producing sperm and male hormones such as testosterones) are located in the 

abdomen on the sides of the midline, below the spine, adjacent to the kidneys and 

the adrenal glands, in the mating season can exceed 10cm long. The penis is the 

male's sexual organ, the floor of the cloaca is located, it functions only as a semen 

transport channel which accumulates in the ejaculatory fossa on the floor of the 

cloaca and then enters the seminal groove, drained by forces. gravitational; the 

penis can be about 40cm long. In the written by (23) The ovary is described as the 

organ responsible for producing eggs and hormones such as estrogen, among 

others, the ovaries are located in the abdomen at (24) left side of kidney, once 

mature eggs are released into the oviduct to be fertilized by sperm; The oviduct is 

a united tubular organ which is fused to the ovary and the abdominal wall. It 

consists of seven segments which, in descending order, are: ostium, ampule, 

infundibulum, magnum (the largest part and responsible for secreting most of the 

albumin), isthmus (place where the inner and outer membranes are formed), 

uterus (place where the shell is formed). 

 
 

The behavior of animals, as in most species, ostriches also have their own 

behaviors and physical changes in the mating season (mating) such as reddish 

coloration in the beak, around the eyes, neck and skin of the legs (19); males make 
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a characteristic sound while bulging their necks, they also perform a dance in 

which they squat in front of the female, lifting and moving their wings slightly back 

and forth, striking the head alternately on its sideRight and left chest, like males, 

females also have rites in the mating season, such as flapping when mating days 

begin, they lower their heads and neck to the height of their body, open and close 

the beak strongly, rhythmically spread and shake wings indicating sexual 

disposition (25). 

 
 

➢ The Egg 
 

The egg is the fundamental part for the work of this thesis because it is thanks to 

him and the treatment that will be carried out, through the incubator, that we will 

obtain life, for this reason it is important to know the indispensable characteristics 

that the egg it offers us as its growth, evolution and embryonic development. 

A. For this it is necessary to know, analyze and identify all the properties that 

the egg has, to achieve a good job of characterizing the specific values that 

the incubator must obtain within its egg incubation process, for this the 

following must be taken into account generalities: 

 
 

B. General characteristics of the egg. 
 

As regards the ostrich egg, its enormous size stands out, with average dimensions 

of 10 cm wide by 15 cm long, although with great individual variability, which can 
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represent an average weight that can range from 1 to 2 kg, (26), report that the 

shell of the ostrich egg has a thickness of 1.5 to 3 mm, the color of the egg in most 

cases is Ivory. The ostrich egg is the largest egg (currently), equivalent to 

approximately 20-24 chicken eggs, depending on its weight, which can range from 

1 to 2 kilos (Figure 9). The ostrich egg with which we illustrate this post weighs 

exactly 1,390 grams and measures 15 centimeters, we have acquired it from a 

farmer in our town who has two female ostriches and who tells us, produces an 

annual production of 40 to 60 eggs for each one . 

Despite the fact that the ostrich egg is the largest of the birds, with respect to the 

proportion or size of the animal it exceeds that of the hen, that is, the reproductive 

effort of the ostrich is less than that of the hen, which with each egg must leave 3% 

of its weight and also, as explained, the production is much lower. It should be 

noted that an ostrich can weigh 180 kilos and reach a height of up to three meters. 

On the branch of the bird phylogenetic tree, it can be known that its scientific name 

Struthio camelus, means large sparrow like a camel. 

 
 

Several years ago, the breeding and industry of the ostrich was surprising in 

Colombia, now it is no longer a novelty, however, many consumers have not yet 

consumed the ostrich egg. If you introduce a little more into the characteristics of 

this food, it must be said that its cream-white shell is hard, is made of calcium 

carbonate crystals and does not break like traditional chicken eggs, to break it it is 
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usually used a hammer and even a drill, in this way two holes are made to extract 

the white and the yolk, then it is very common to keep the shell as a decorative 

element. 

 
 

C. Egg formation and layingo 
 

As reported by (25) the ovum or yolk detaches from the ovary approximately 30 

minutes after the bird had laid the previous egg; the infundibulum is the place in 

which the fertilization process of the ovum is carried out with the sperm previously 

deposited by the male, later when the ovule transits through the magnum the 

segregation of albumen or egg white is activated, subsequently the egg passes to 

the isthmus where the formation of the external to internal testic membranes 

begins; then (27), It also suggests that the egg descends into the uterus where the 

shell but not the cuticle is secreted, which means that the ostrich egg has a greater 

degree of vulnerability to infections caused by environmental factors, once the yolk 

is covered and clear through the shell the egg continues its way to the cloaca and 

then to the outside of the bird's body. 

 
 

In the exposed by (28), it is alluded to that the females begin or lay eggs more 

frequently in the afternoon and evening hours, the laying is not continuous 

throughout the reproductive cycle, on the contrary, the posture fluctuates in 

duration due to factors such as age at the beginning of the posture, weather, 
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feeding, bird health and stress conditions; the females that begin their reproductive 

life at an early age tend to present longer intervals of stopping in the posture, the 

climate is a very determining factor for the posture since if the environmental 

conditions are cold, the bird that is not asking for eggs will last longer in returning 

to posture. 

 
 

D. Egg conformation 
 

In the processes of production and fertilization of ostrich eggs, it is necessary to 

know the basic characteristics of the formation of the ostrich egg within the bird, 

posture and hatching. Next, the relevant aspects in the observation of the ostrich 

egg are detailed. 

 
 

C1. The shell 
 

In general, the ostrich egg shell has a shiny porcelain appearance, and has a 

slightly yellowish coloration, pores can be seen on its surface, so the ostrich egg 

shell has a rough surface and its shape is generally ovoid; the shell of the egg is 

made up mostly of calcium carbonate crystals which are deposited on an organic 

membrane that surrounds, supports and protects the egg white and yolk which are 

the consumable parts of the egg; unlike chicken eggs which have a very weak and 

fragile shell, the shell of the ostrich egg has great resistance due to the thickness 

of its shell, which can range between 2 and 5 mm (29). 
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C2. The egg white 
 

Egg white is an albumin solution which is a protein of high energy value, rich in 

amino acids: lysine, methionine and tryptophan. The main components of egg 

white apart from water are proteins, among which are ovalbumin, ovomucoid, and 

avidin, among others, which have to do with the functional properties of the egg; 

Through studies carried out, the egg white represents approximately 55% of the 

total weight of the egg, which is equivalent to about 800 gr. 

 
 

C3. The yolk 
 

➢ Ostrich yolk contains protein, neutral fat, lecithin, cholesterol, iron, and vitamin 

A (carotenoids). Altogether, one chicken egg contains for every 100 useful gr 

(equivalent to two pieces without shell): 160 calories, 0.6 gr of carbohydrates, 

11.5 gr of lipids, 12.8 gr of proteins, 74 gr of water and the rest corresponds to 

others components (vitamins and minerals). It weighs between 40 and 70 gr, 

and from the point of view of the relationship between energy content and 

volume, eggs clearly outperform meat. In relation to the ostrich egg that is 

characterized with the following contents: 

➢ WEIGHT: 1.5 kg 
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➢ CALORIES: An egg has about 1,500 Calories, if it is equivalent to 24 chicken 

eggs, we can say that they are 62.5 Calories per serving, less than a Chicken 

egg. 

➢ IRON: The ration has 111 mg, one of hen has 91 mg. 
 

➢ MAGNESIUM: The Ostrich ration has 540 mg compared to 490 mg of a free- 

range egg. 

In conclusion, we can say that both the classic old-fashioned and Ostrich eggs 

contribute to a healthy and balanced diet.Next (Illustration 9, 10), a brief 

comparison is made between the different eggs 

 

 

Ilustratión 7. Size of the different eggs. 
Own source 

DUCK OSTRICH RHEA HEN QUAIL 
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Ilustratión 8 . Eggs Size View. 
Own source 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Table of the basic characteristics of the different eggs. 

HEN 

OSTRICH 

QUAIL 
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AVES 
PESOS EXTREMOS 

/MEDIOS, g 
COLOR CASCARA, % ALBUMEN, % YEMA, % HUMEDAD % PROTEINA, % GRASA, % 

GALLINA COMÚN 

(GALLUS GALLUS) 
54 -68 / 60 - 62 Amarillo 10,5 -11 56 -58 31 - 33 75 - 80 12 - 12,7 9,7 - 10,5 

GALLINA ENANA 28 - 47 Blanco Caracteristicas similares a las de gallina comun 

AVESTRUZ (STRUTHIO 

CAMELUS) 
1-2 Kg / 1300 - 1700 Blanco 15 -20 55 -58,8 21,7 - 25 75 - 79 10,7 - 12,2 9,7 - 11,7 

EMÚ (DROMALUS 

NOVAEHOLLANDLAE) 
600 - 710 

verde 

Oscuro 
12,8 - 14,1 47,4 - 52,3 35 - 38 72 11,3 16,5 

ÑANDU (RHEA 

AMERICANA) 
500 - 500 / 577 - 618 

Amarillo 

Claro 
12,4 59,5 27,9 79,5 9,4 11,1 

FAISAN (PHASIANUS 

MONGOLICUS) 
31,3 - 36,2 Blanco 10,6 53,1 36,3 

   

CODORNIZ (COTURNIX 

JAPONICA) 
9 - 13 / 12 Blanco 12,6 56,7 30,7 71,7 13,7 12,7 

OCA DE TOLOUSE 120 -320 /250 Blanco 19 - 20 43 - 47 34 - 38 67,9 13,4 - 15,1 12,7 - 16,3 

PALOMA PARA CARNE 22 Blanco 9,5 72,5 18    

PALOMA ZURITA 17 
Blanco 

Azulado 
8,1 - 9,5 72,4 -74 17,9 - 18,1 77 15,2 7,8 

PATO PEKIN (ANAS 

PEDES) 
71,7 - 86,7 / 80,7 Blanco 9,8 59,4 30,7 73 12,1 10,8 

 

Tabla 1. Characteristics of the different eggs. 

Own source 
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5. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

DESCRIPTION AND GENERALITY OF THE AVESTRUZ EGG INCUBATOR 

 
 

In the framework of the description and generalities, the different characteristics 

that an incubator must have to develop the egg incubation process are exposed, in 

this investigative case that of ostriches, which details the aspects and parameters 

to take into account in incubation. artificial. 

 

 
5.1 DESCRIPTION OF ARTIFICIAL POULTRY INCUBATION. 

 
Artificial incubation is a process by which suitable conditions are provided for the 

correct embryonic development. Its importance lies in research or in raising the 

production of the species incubated for ecological, economic purposes. The first 

thing that is required for a successful incubation are fertile eggs, naturally a female 

deposits the eggs in a reasonably clean and dry medium, containing the nutrients 

and humidity that the embryo requires for its development, the protection of the 

environment that provides it. the shell; it only remains to be provided with the 

following conditions to incubate it, maintaining them despite variations in the 

external environment (30). 

➢ Ideal temperature for the species that is incubated. 
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➢ Clean air supply through ventilation that maintains an internal environment 

that is least vitiated due to CO2 emissions from the eggs that are ready to 

hatch, as well as an angle and frequency of rotation appropriate for the 

development of the membranes of the circulatory system and respiratory 

embryo. 

➢ Proportion of Relative Humidity that does not dehydrate or leave edemas in 

the chick at birth during the daily evaporation process that the egg presents 

during gestation. 

 
 

The entire gestation period can be divided into two stages; the first called 

incubation in which the alternate turn is provided, is approximately 6 times as long 

as the second called hatch, in which the turn is suspended and the bird is expected 

to hatch. (31). For artificial incubation, it is recommended to isolate the space of 

each stage for hygiene and comfort in handling with the egg or with the bird. 

However, commercial appliances that use shared spaces give good results for 

poultry. 

 

 
5.2 NORMAL CONDITIONS FOR INCUBATION. 

 
Artificial incubation is a simple process, in which the factors that intervene are: 

temperature, percentage of relative humidity, ventilation and turning. These 

principles were established long ago, with only the practicalities of artificial 
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incubation having changed. The changes that take place in the egg during 

incubation are arranged and governed by natural laws. (32). These changes 

normally occur only under certain levels of temperature, relative humidity, chemical 

content (33) air and egg positions. 

 
 

On the other hand, the same incubated egg modifies the environment around it by 

emitting heat and gases to it. We can define the incubation regimen, therefore, as 

the external means of embryonic development, conditioned by established levels of 

the factors of that medium. The incubation regimen is the set of physical 

factors(26) present in the environment surrounding the egg. 

Factors that make up it are: 
 

➢ Temperature 
 

➢ Relative Humidity 
 

➢ Ventilation 
 

➢ Egg flipping 
 

➢ Weight 
 

Of these, temperature is the most important factor, since even variations in their 

values can be lethal for many embryos. (34) 
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5.3 PARAMETERS FOR ARTIFICIAL INCUBATION OF OSTRICH EGGS 

 
The incubation period (which depending on the type of bird egg to be incubated 

lasts approximately 42 days), it is called the time at which the embryonic 

development of the egg is performed, either naturally or artificially. (35) During this 

period several events will be held with the eggs to be incubated, this whole process 

is called "Incubation Process" and consists of giving the egg an optimal means for 

embryonic development.   There are several factors that are adverse to you and 

that should be taken into account to achieve high incubability rates, the most 

important parameters are: temperature, relative humidity, ventilation and flipping of 

eggs. (36) 

 
 

5.3.1 Temperature 
 

Temperature is perhaps the most influential parameter within the incubation 

process if maximum yield is required at the birth of birds. The temperature within 

the incubation medium should be at 100oF (37.66 oC), but it should vary according 

to the incubation days, therefore, the first two weeks it is kept as close to 100 F 

and the third week decreases to approximately 98 F (36.55 0C - 37.55 oC). The 

temperature variation can be 1 during the periods of the incubation process without 

this significantly influencing, but the serious thing would be for this event to be 

repeated several times throughout the incubation cycle. Some problems that can 

be caused by poor temperature control(37), during the incubation process are: 
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➢ Advanced birth High/low humidity temperature. 
 

➢ Late birth Low/high humidity temperature. 
 

➢ Birds glued Temperature too high/low humidity. 
 

➢ Unsalted navel High temperature/low humidity/low ventilation. 
 

➢ Birds lame (damaged) Frequent temperature variation during the incubation 

period. 

➢ Abnormal birds: 
 

➢ No eye: high temperatures/low ventilation. 
 

➢ Crooked fingers: excessive temperature. 

 
 

At the beginning of incubation, embryos are not functionally (or organically) 

prepared to emit heat. This is why they react like cold-blooded organisms, that is, 

when the temperature (38), rises, increases the metabolism of embryos. If the 

temperature decreases, metabolism also decreases, therefore the increase in 

temperature favors cell multiplication, the formation of the layers and embryonic 

membranes (allantoids, corion, amnios and vitelin sac), as well as nutrition(39). In 

short, the rate of growth and development of embryos is increased. At the end of 

incubation, when the heat emission is high, the decrease in temperature (within 

normal limits) acts on its part, completely inversely. 
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The temperature and its effective range for the ostrich egg were determined by 

direct measurements in incubating females. The first weeks of incubation embryos 

are more sensitive to temperature because they do not generate heat and require 

heat to transform into birds; in recent weeks the bird has a higher demand for 

oxygen to continue to develop (40). 

 
 

Heat eggs during artificial incubation (41), occurs by exchanging heat between the 

internal environment of the incubator (hot and humid air) and eggs. It follows that 

the air temperature is the fundamental factor of the process. The working 

temperature of the incubators is between 37 and 37.66 oC(42). The optimum 

temperature level to be applied depends on the type of incubators, the quality and 

size of the eggs, the age of the embryos, in addition to the species concerned. 

 
 

5.3.2 Relative humidity 
 

The humidity of the environment inside the incubator is lost due to evaporation and 

another part because the water is absorbed by the embryo through the pores of the 

shell, therefore it is necessary to restore that moisture. Every incubator must meet 

moisture needs(43), required in the incubation process, in this way we will get good 

bone conformation and good size of the birds, since the relative humidity around 

the eggs controls the weight loss of these, which can significantly affect the births 
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and the quality of them. Ideally eggs should lose between 20% and 40% of their 

weight from the beginning of incubation to birth. 

 
 

The highest demands for moisture occur in the terminal phase of the incubation 

cycle, because the embryo needs to rotate to chop the shell and if the surrounding 

membranes dry out due to lack of moisture, movement would be prevented and will 

die. Relative humidity(44), the heating and evaporation of water from eggs 

depends on. The higher the air temperature, the higher the amount of water vapour 

that it can contain, on the other hand, the dry air is poorly conductive of heat and it 

is necessary to moisten it in order to achieve the necessary heating of the eggs to 

be incubated. During incubation the egg loses water constantly, which is 

impossible to avoid, notwithstanding the moisture regime that is established should 

be aimed at reducing the evaporation of water from the eggs during the first week 

of incubation, the loss of water by evaporation also causes the loss of heat of the 

eggs, in the first days of incubation is a disadvantage the excessive evaporation of 

water of water is a disadvantage(45), while during the second half of incubation, 

water evaporation is necessary by contributing to the elimination of excessive heat 

contained in the egg. 

 
 

At the end of the incubation process it is necessary to raise the humidity in order to 

facilitate the softening of the shell membranes and with this, the easy breakage 
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gives the same, it follows that, in the last days of incubation, when the water 

reserves have been depleted, it is necessary to increase the relative humidity of 

the air in the cabinet in order to avoid the drying of the membranes of the shell and 

the plumage of the shell birds in hatching (25). 

 
 

Problems caused by failure in relative humidity control in the incubation process 

are: 

 
 

➢ Chopped eggs, but dead embryos inside the egg Insufficient humidity in the 

incubator. 

➢ Viscous birds (glued pulmon). Humidity rate too high. 
 

➢ Abnormal birds, weak and small relative humidity insufficient. 
 

➢ Birds with little down relative humidity too low at the end of the incubation 

cycle. 

➢ Birds with curved fingers and deviated legs relative humidity too low. 

 
 

5.3.3 Ventilation and air renewal 
 

The problem of ventilation must be addressed in two ways: the circulation of air 

itself and the renewal or replacement of air, through the air circulating inside the 

incubator, reaches the eggs the necessary heat and humidity. Although there is a 

circulation of hot air throughout the area in the incubator, a weak flow tends to 
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record low temperatures of 35 oC, temperature differences can be used to detect 

airflow problems, if the air is not being evenly distributed throughout the 

incubator(46), the result is prenatal death of the bird. 

 
 

The air refreshes the environment surrounding the eggs, in some cases and in 

others it contributes to heating it, the exchange of constant air is necessary for the 

extraction of excess heat and CO2 that could accumulate inside the incubation 

cabinet and ensure the purity of the air. During incubation the egg absorbs oxygen 

and eliminates CO2 in large quantity, only an adequate exchange of air 

guarantees good incubation results(47); the correct circulation of air in the cabinet 

is ensured by the operation of the fans, injectors or air extractors, gates or inlet and 

outlet holes, so that the air circulation is efficient is also important a good 

functioning of the dump system, since the air moves better between the trays, 

when they have been in an inclined position (48). 

 
 

5.3.4 Importance of egg flipping during incubation 
 

Embryo development is usually carried out only when eggs are flipped periodically 

during the first 31 days of incubation, the turn also contributes to the better use of 

oxygen throughout the shell surface, both reflected in better developed ostriches 

and higher productivity rates (49). 
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In natural incubation, the ostrich flips the eggs it incubates with some frequency, 

hence in the process of artificial incubation (50), it is necessary to repeat this 

procedure by mechanical means, the egg as explained above, loses water 

throughout the incubation period, i.e. it undergoes a dehydration process. 

 
 

Therefore, the embryo is exposed to sticking to the inner membranes of the shell, 

which can lead to its death, particularly during the first 15 days of incubation, this 

contributes to the fact that the specific weight of the embryo leads it to stay on top 

of the yolk, during the first few days, below and very close to the shell , in the area 

of the air chamber, the position of the egg influences the future position that the 

bird will take at the time of preparing for hatching, this is of great importance to 

obtain a high percentage of births (51). 

 
 

The position of the embryo is already defined from 72 to 84 hours of incubation, at 

this time the embryo rests on the bud, transversely, along the minor axis; then the 

head of the embryo begins to separate from the bud and turn left, towards the tenth 

day of incubation, the embryo is near the air chamber, starting twenty-one days, 

when the body of the embryo weighs more than its head, it makes a left turn, 

causing the body to descend in the direction of the fine pole of the egg , at twenty- 

seven days, the body of the embryo is located along the main axis of the egg, with 
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the head facing the thick pole. This is the right and necessary position that the bird 

must take for birth (19). 

 
 

5.3.5 Importance of incubating fertile eggs 
 

Incubators do not influence the fertility of eggs, but rather on the percentage of 

hatching (birth of birds of already fertilized eggs), that is why it should be taken 

very seriously that the eggs to be incubated meet certain fertility requirements. 

Poultry incubation requires that the fertility rates of the eggs to be incubated range 

around 95%, i.e. that if a batch of 100 eggs of breeding (mother ostriches) that are 

provided with ideal incubation conditions, 95 eggs would expect a guaranteed birth, 

these percentages ensure that errors are reduced at the time of the incubation of 

the eggs (43), there is a way to stipulate fertility levels and birth rate according to 

the age of the breeders. The great benefit that is obtained when considering the 

birth percentages of the fertile egg, is to isolate fertility, from problems in the 

incubator, thus facilitating the solution of inconveniences in the same. 

 
 

5.3.6 Incubable egg management 
 

Another point to consider before the incubation process is the management and 

conditions at which incubable eggs should be maintained during the period 

between posture and incubation(52), since these conditions will also depend on the 
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optimal birth and quality of the bird, the most important aspects within this period, 

are those mentioned below: 

A. The eggs shall come from healthy, well-cared breeders and to be in 

full force. 

B. Floor and nest eggs should be collected and incubated separately as 

the former reduce the birth percentage. 

C. The eggs will be fresh, being convenient that they do not have more 

than seven days. 

D. They shall be cleaned of soil and excrement, to remove the dirt they 

will be washed with water at about 37oC containing an alkaline 

detergent and a disinfectant, drying with a cloth of soft fabric. 

E. Those with a sign of rupture in the shell, as well as those with 

defective calcification, shall be discarded. 

Therefore, the following types of eggs that are not suitable for incubation should be 

discarded. 

➢ Broken 
 

➢ Double yolk 
 

➢ Weak shell, though any shell color is accepted 
 

➢ Deformed 
 

F. Place the eggs carefully on the trays, always with the tip down. 
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G. Egg storage should be done in a room with controlled temperature 

and humidity. 

H. Keep containers, trays, and themselves throughout the incubation 

area neat and clean. 

 
 

5.3.7 Pre-incubation considerations 
 

Sudden temperature changes affecting the embryo should be avoided due to 

condensation in the shell, therefore the eggs must be acclimatized before being 

brought to the incubator, this temperature ranges between 75 oF and 80 oF (23 

oC-26 oC) with good air circulation. It is advisable a period of 24 to 48 hours for the 

eggs to acclimatize regardless of their initial temperature, another important 

consideration is the start-up of the incubation equipment (53), which must be 

ignited with a reasonable time to allow the stabilization of control parameters, 

mainly temperature parameters. 

 
 

5.3.8. Useful tips in artificial incubation 
 

➢ Eggs must be clean and free of bacteria. 
 

➢ Eggs should be kept cold from the time of harvest until placed in the 

incubator. Any increase in temperature (e.g. 80 oF or 26.6 oC in hens) will 

help a true embryo development. If it ever reaches this temperature, they 

should not be cooled again as developing embryos can be wiped out. 
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➢ When storing eggs, a relative humidity between 65% and 70% should be 

maintained. 

➢ It is advisable not to store eggs more than seven or eight days, since from 

this time the birth rate decreases gradually. 

➢ It should be rejected as eggs unfit for incubation to broken or broken eggs 

no matter how small this breakage is; this can be detected by a tanteo or 

candlelight. Eggs with very fine shells, which do not support considerable 

vibration, should also be rejected. 

➢ Embryos take calcium from the shell for skeleton development, therefore 

projectiles weaken as the incubation period progresses, so it is necessary to 

be very careful when handling or moving them especially at the end of 

incubation. 

 
 

5.3.9 Critical incubation periods 
 

In the process of the forty-two days of incubation there are certain periods that are 

critical and must be taken into account in order not to lose production, these 

periods are: 

A. The first is between the sixth and eighth day of incubation and is due to 

problems of eggs such as: lack of fertility, low vigor, inbreeding, etc. Often 

used ovoscopes or smoke-eyes, devices provided with a light by which we 

can see the inside of the eggs in a translucent, this operation is performed 
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between the ninth and eleventh day of incubation, but to remove the clear or 

aborted eggs, but it does not allow to solve the problem of fertility of the 

eggs before inserting them into the incubator (54). 

B. THE second in the last six days and is due to problems with equipment 

regulation, such as: temperature, humidity, ventilation and/or flipping. 

The drawbacks of these two critical periods may decrease if you follow the 

recommendations described in the. 

 
 

5.3.10 Weight 
 

This study evaluates the optimal incubation weight of favorably hatched eggs 

during two production cycles and their moisture loss during the process. The 

percentage of weight loss was obtained by estimating the difference between the 

weight of the egg at thirty-nine days of incubation in relation to the initial weight of 

the egg at its entrance to the cold room, considering this as 100%. The fertility of 

the eggs was determined at 15 and 21 days of incubation by means of an 

ovoscope. Information that is collected in the database of software that was 

designed for this purpose (seechapter 9). 

 
 

An analysis of the weight variance of hatched and non-hatched eggs was made 

during the first and second cycles before incubating during the time of transfer, the 

percentage of weight loss of hatched and non-hatched eggs in the first and second 
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periods was also analysed, in addition to the weight of hatched and unsalted eggs 

during the first and second cycles before hatching, and at the time of transfer. 

 
 

As (55), this exaggerated weight loss conditioned by the initial mass of the fertile 

egg compromises the use of the energy of the vitelin sac and the gaseous 

exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide from the pre-hatching embryo. Ostriches 

cannot break the anterior chamber, let alone the shell at hatching, many of these 

embryos possibly die from suffocation. Some authors (56), suggest as a relevant 

measure, a weight loss of the egg during incubation of 12% - 15 %, so on day 39 

the ideal average weight should be 1,190 kg. 

 
 

Deming (39), working with a batch of 96 fertile eggs, they found that the average 

weight of 82 eggs with favorably hatched embryos prior to incubation was 1,456 kg 

and 14 eggs with non- eclosionated embryos was 1,424 kg. They did not determine 

the existence of a common factor explaining why these 14 eggs did not hatch, 

different from what was observed in this research, where the average weight of 

eggs with un hatched embryos (1,619 kg) was greater than that of eggs that did 

(1,531 kg) according to the review made in the literature. 

 
 

The average percentage of weight loss (12.39 points) in eggs with hatched 

embryos studied by Deming (39), was lower than that observed in non-hatched 
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eggs (14.85%), which, although it was less than the average percentage of weight 

loss of eggs analyzed in this thesis, clearly shows that eggs with unsalted embryos 

lose more moisture than eggs with un hatched ostriches. This indicates that the 

weight loss of the eggs incubated sec Deming was less than the required 

maximum, 15%. 

 
 

On the other hand, a failure to lose enough weight during incubation can lead to 

the embryo retaining water, which can reduce the rate of hatching. Less loss of 

water vapour during incubation may indicate that there is low permeability in the 

conductance of water vapour and gases through the shell. (57). If shell 

permeability is lower, oxygen supply and carbon dioxide removal problems can 

complicate the survival of advancedly developed embryos. Possibly the latter 

explains what happened to the eggs incubated by (39), but not what happened with 

the eggs analyzed in this review. Different researchers (56), mention that many of 

the embryos that die before hatching come from high-weight eggs, despite being 

incubated with high relative humidity. 

 
 

6. MARCO NORMATIVO 

 

ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION AND MANEJO NORMATIVE 

RECOMMENDED FOR THE AVICOLA MODULE 
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This chapter sets out the evaluation criteria used by the National Agricultural 

Institute (ICA), which is responsible for taking care that small and large bird 

entrepreneurs master the technology and biosecurity parameters to prevent 

environmental damage and spreads of avial viruses. 

 

 
6.1 BIOSAFETY 

 
In the legal framework, certain biosecurity rules that establish habitable spaces are 

stipulated, in this case, that of ostriches for maintenance in relation to any avian 

crop, which is intended to be launched as a self-sustaining project, taking into 

account that the life of animals prevails, through the principles of co-responsibility, 

over the life of poultry species. 

 
 

Analysis of the farm's biosecurity program. 
 

In order to analyse the biosecuritys standards applied on poultry farms, surveys 

were required, which are based on the biosecurity assessment for breeding farms 

of the National Agricultural Institute (ICA 2008), (see ANNEX 2). In addition, the 

manual of good primary practices in poultry (ICA 2014), which is applicable to all 

farms with a bird population, in the different productive stages, from the beginning 

or receipt of birds, to the time of transfers to the processing establishments, was 

consulted. To carry out this assessment, some points not applicable to the poultry 
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centre were discarded, specifically the regulations for the packaging and transport 

of the fertile egg from the farm to the incubator. 

 
 

Evaluation surveys on different farms 
 

The following tables shows the study carried out on the farm where the survey 

instrument was applied, to validate that they have the parameters required by the 

Instituto Nacional Agropecuario (ICA-2014),against the biosecurity that they 

manage on their farms, thus allowing the good condition of the animals in the 

interests of care. These parameters include an assessment that for the entity is 

"ideal" for the proper functioning of biosecurity treatments. 

 
 

The survey instrument is designed, based on the parameters of the National 

Agricultural Institute(ICA) whi chare: Entry to the granja, general management, 

human resource(personal), recurso humano ( water and food, waste 

management, facilities, harmful fauna control, enlisted and emptied disinfection, 

veterinary supervision and   others, where it was evaluated on a scale of one to 

ten, one being the lowest rank and ten the highest, which was evaluated under the 

discretion of the administrator of each of the farms, and compared against the 

ranks required by the ICA (see ANNEX 2). The research study focused on three 

farms called Panaca Park, Panaca Plumicolor and Villa de Leyva Ostrich Farm, 

which showed readiness in the application of the evaluative instrument, from which 
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the data were taken in the face of compliance with biosecurity standards. The 

results are shown below. 

Tabl 

e 2 

Sur 

vey 

bios 

afet 

y 

stan 

dar 

ds 

"Ent 

ry 

into 

the incubator". Source: Own 

 
 

 
➢ In the "incubator entry" aspect listed in Table 2, it was observed that of the 

three farms that participated in the study, the highest score is the Plumicolor 

farm, the ideal being 35 points that is equal to 100%, where its score is 28 

points equal to 80% compliance with what is established by the regulations , 

and the farm of PANACA obtained 27 points being equal to 77%, having a 

difference of 3% with the Plumicolor farm, the farm of Villa de Leyva 

achieved a score of 26 points reaching 74% of the ideal range with a higher 

ASSESSMENT OF 
BIOSECURITY 

STANDARDS IN THE 
INCUBATOR 

 
RATING 

 
ENTER THE INCUBATOR 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

Visitor Registration 3 3 4 5 

There is a Perimeter 
Fence In Good Condition 

9 10 8 10 

Controlled Access of 
People and Vehicles 

4 3 4 5 

Disinfection of Items 7 8 6 10 

Functional and Clean 
Sanitary Modules 

4 4 4 5 

Total 27 28 26 35 
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difference than the previous ones, but complying with the regulatory aspects 

of biosecurity. 

EVALUATION OF 
BIOSECURITY 

STANDARDS IN THE 
INCUBATOR 

 
RATING 

GENERAL 
MANAGEMENT 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

Health Management and 
Procedure Manual 

4 3 3 5 

Handles Multiple Species 2 10 1 10 

There is temperature 
control, humidity, 
ventilation 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
10 

Incubability, Fertility and 
Pollution Register 

6 8 9 10 

Mortality Record 10 9 10 10 

Total 27 36 30 45 

Table 2 Biosecurity Standards Survey "General Management". 
Source: Own. 

 

 
➢ In the "general management" criterion shown in Table 3, it was verified that 

of the three farms that participated in the study, the highest score is the 

Plumicolor farm, being the ideal 45 points that is equal to 100%, where its 

score is 36 points equal to 80% compliance with what is established by the 

regulations , and the farm of PANACA obtained 27 points being equal to 

60%, having a difference of 20% with the Plumicolor farm where it is in a 

state of verification to reach the ideal range; the farm of Villa de Leyva 
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scored 30 points reaching 66% of the ideal range where it is structured an 

improvement plan. 

 
 
 
 
 

ASSESSMENT OF 
BIOSECURITY 

STANDARDS IN THE 
INCUBATOR 

 
RATING 

 
PERSONAL 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

Continuous staff training 4 4 3 5 

There are staff for each 
section 

8 9 9 10 

There are guidelines for 
washing and disinfecting 
staff hands 

 
5 

 
6 

 
7 

 
10 

Total 17 19 19 25 

Table 3 Survey of Biosafety Standards "Personal". 
Source:Own 

 

 
➢ In the "personal" criterion shown in Table 4, it is shown that of the three 

farms that participated in the study, the ideal score is 25 points that is equal 

to 100%, the farms of Villa de Leyva and Plumicolor obtained 19 points 

equal to 76% compliance with what is established by the regulations, and 

the farm of PANACA obtained 17 points being equal to 68% , having a 

difference of 8% with the farm of Villa de Leyva and Plumicolor where they 

are in a state acceptable to the regulations. 
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EVALUATION OF 

BIOSECURITY 
STANDARDS IN THE 

INCUBATOR 

 
RATING 

 
WATER AND FOOD 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

There is a Drinking Water 
Chlorination Program 

 
3 

 
2 

 
3 

 
5 

The incubator plant has 
drinking water 

8 9 9 10 

Food analysis in Silos or in 
the hold 

5 4 5 5 

Total 16 15 17 20 

Table 5 Survey biosecurity standards "Water and food". 
Source: Own 

 

 
➢ In the criterion of "Water and Food" shown in Table 5, it was observed that 

of the three farms that participated in the study, the highest score is the farm 

of Villa de Leyva, being the ideal 20 points that is equal to 100%, where its 

score is 17 points equal to 85% compliance with what is established by the 

regulations , and the farm of PANACA obtained 16 points being equal to 

80%, having a difference of 5% with the farm of Villa de Leyva where it is in 

a good condition regarding the norm and the farm of Plumicolor obtained a 
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score of 15 points reaching 75% of the ideal range, where it is improving its 

plan to acquire drinking water supply. 

 
 
 
 
 

EVALUATION OF 
BIOSECURITY 

STANDARDS IN THE 
INCUBATOR 

 
 

RATING 

 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

 

IDEAL 
ICA 

Physical or bilogical 
treatment of La Gallinaza 

3 4 5 5 

Safe transport La 
Gallinaza 

8 8 8 10 

Safe Mortality Withdrawal 5 4 3 5 

Total 16 16 16 20 

Table 4 Biosafety Standards Survey "Waste Management". 
Source:Own 

 

 
➢ In the "waste management" criterion shown in Table 6, it can be seen that 

of the three farms that participated in the study, all three scored equally 

with a range of 16 points being 80%, where the ideal is 20 points that 

equal 100%, showing that the tie is not given in the total points but not in 

the valuation of each Item. This tie was worth, that the farms are on a 

good average in terms of waste management, and that they have a 

culture that guarantees the care of the environment and its prompt 
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recovery, it is noted that the farms do not want to cause any 

environmental damage for this reason they are at the forefront with new 

ideas in waste management. 

 
 
 
 
 

EVALUATION OF 
BIOSECURITY 

STANDARDS IN THE 
INCUBATOR 

 
RATING 

 
FACILITIES 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

There is a Winery for 
Chemicals and Products 

4 4 4 5 

Separate areas for each 
process 

5 6 6 10 

There is a safe operating 
flow (clean area to dirty 
area) 

 
7 

 
4 

 
6 

 
10 

Cement floors 5 9 7 10 

There is Record and 
Control of Smells 

1 2 1 5 

Total 22 25 24 40 

Table 5 Biosecurity Standards Survey "Installations". 

Source:Own 

 

 
➢ In the criterion of "Facilities" that appear in Table 7, it was verified that of the 

three farms that participated in the study, the highest score is the 

PLUMICOLOR farm, being the ideal 40 points that is equal to 100%, where 

its score is 25 points equal to 62.5% compliance with what is established by 

the regulations, and the farm of Villa de Leyva obtained 24 points being 
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equal to 60%, and the PANACA farm obtained 22 points equivalent to 55%; 

it was evident that the farms have difficulties in this item, where they are in 

accompaniment and receiving training in continuous monitoring by the 

Regional Autonomous Corporation- CAR, ICA to create an improvement 

plan and reach the ideal percentage. 

 

 
EVALUATION OF 

BIOSECURITY 
STANDARDS IN THE 

INCUBATOR 

 
RATING 

CONTROL FAUNA 
NOCIVA 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

Weed Control And Waste 
Around the Farm 

 
9 

 
8 

 
7 

 
10 

Control and Rodent 
Program 

5 3 4 10 

Insect Control and 
Program 

3 2 2 5 

There are other pets with 
access to the incubator 

 
9 

 
5 

 
8 

 
10 

Total 26 18 21 35 

Table 6 Biosafety Standards Survey "Harmful Wildlife Control". 
Source:Own 

 

 
➢ In the criterion of "Harmful Fauna Control" shown in Table 8, the highest 

score is of the PANACA farm, being the ideal 35 points that is equal to 

100%, where its score is 26 points equal to 74% compliance with what is 

established by the regulations, the farm of Villa de Leyva obtained 21 points 
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being equal to 60%, and the Plumicolor farm scored 18 points equivalent to 

51%; farms were found to lack information on harmful fauna control 

(rodents, snakes, insects etc.), which is harmful to birds, because fungicides 

cannot be used as it would improve the lives of birds within the incubation 

space. 

 

 
EVALUATION OF 

BIOSECURITY 
STANDARDS IN THE 

INCUBATOR 

 
RATING 

ENLISTED 
DISINFECTION AND 

CONTROL 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

Cleaning, Washing and 
Disinfection Program 

6 7 8 10 

Wastewater Treatment Is 
Available 

 
5 

 
6 

 
4 

 
10 

Using waste storage 
programs 

 

4 
 

7 
 

6 
 

10 

Total 15 20 18 30 

Table 7 Biosecurity Standards Survey "Enlisted Disinfection and Control". 

Source:Own 

 

 
➢ In the criterion of "Disinfection and control" shown in Table 9, the highest 

score is from the Plumicolor farm, being the ideal 30 points that is equal to 

100%, where its score is 20 points equal to 66% compliance with what is 

established by the regulations, the farm of Villa de Leyva got 18 points being 

equal to 60% , and the PANACA farm scored 15 points equivalent to 50%; it 

was observed that the percentages of the three farms are at a low rate, that 
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is where it is validated that it is important to train staff working on the farm 

through advice from regional authorities to optimize the ideal range. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EVALUATION OF 
BIOSECURITY 

STANDARDS IN THE 
INCUBATOR 

 
RATING 

VETERINARY 
SUPERVISION 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

Veterinarian Responsible 
for Medicines, Disinfection 
and Vaccination 

 

9 

 

9 

 

9 

 

10 

Drug registration 9 9 9 10 

Registered veterinary 
products 

8 10 8 10 

Total 26 28 26 30 

Tabla 8 Encuesta normas de bioseguridad “Supervisión veterinaria”. 
Fuente: Propia 

 

 
➢ In the "Veterinary Supervision" criterion in Table 10, it was observed that of 

the three farms that participated in the study, the two of the farms such as 

PANACA and Villa de Leyva scored equally with a range of 26 points being 

86%, where the ideal is 30 points equal to 100%, the Plumicolor farm 

obtained a score of 28 points being equal to 93%; which showed that the 

three farms have a good management of the guidance of a veterinary 
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expert. It is known that the good development by veterinarians, causes a 

good development in the poultry part and in the care of all species. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EVALUATION OF 
BIOSECURITY 

STANDARDS IN THE 
INCUBATOR 

 
RATING 

 
OTHER 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

Eggs Collected At 
Frequent Intervals 

7 6 8 10 

Dirty, broken eggs 
collected separately 

 
4 

 
8 

 
7 

 
10 

There are personal hand 
washing and disinfection 
guidelines 

 
2 

 
3 

 
2 

 
5 

Cleaning and disinfection 
of the Incubable Fertile 
Egg 

 
5 

 
4 

 
5 

 
5 

Safe and clean egg 
storage room 

 

4 
 

4 
 

4 
 

5 

Monitoring and Control of 
Incubation Rooms 

 

2 
 

3 
 

3 
 

5 

Total 24 28 29 40 

Table 9 Survey biosecurity standards "Other". 

Source:Own 
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➢ In the aspect of "Other" that appear in Table 11, it was verified that of the 

three farms that participated in the study, the highest score is the farm of 

Villa de Leyva, being the ideal 40 points that is equal to 100%, where its 

score is 29 points equal to a 72.5% compliance with what is established by 

the regulations, and the Plumicolor farm scored 28 points being equal to 

70%, The PANACA farm scored 24 points reaching 60% of the ideal range, 

in observation and analysis it can be said that the three farms try to comply 

with the regulations while maintaining the good environment of the species 

in their incubation spa place. 

6.2 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF THE "BIOSECURITY ASSESSMENT”. 

 
It was taken into account that they were under the standard of regional authorities 

for greater veracity of the information and thus conduct the research study 

descriptively in relation to the observation obtained on each of the farms; that is 

why it is generally concluded that there is a lack of adaptation of the spaces where 

incubation is housed, it is also important to stress that training and aid in relation to 

the innovation of poultry biosecurity are few; it is shown that attention is lacking in 

the implementation of new strategies to improve aspects that have low ratings in 

the evaluation as shown in Table 12 and Figure 11 representing each farm with its 

peaks in the items mentioned above. 

EVALUATION OF 
BIOSECURITY 

STANDARDS IN THE 

 
RATING 
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INCUBATOR  

 
MAIN ELEMENTS 

 
PANACA 

 
PLUMICOLOR 

GRANJA 
VILLA DE 

LEYVA 

IDEAL 
ICA 

Entrance to La Granja 27 28 26 35 

Directorate-General 27 36 30 45 

Personal 17 19 19 25 

Water and food 16 15 17 20 

Waste Management 16 16 16 20 

Facilities 22 25 24 40 

Harmful Fauna Control 26 18 21 35 

Enlisted and empty 
disinfection 

15 20 18 30 

Veterinary Supervision 26 28 26 30 

Other 24 28 29 40 

TOTAL, FINAL 216 233 226 320 
Table 10 Biosecurity Standards Survey "Main Items". 

Source:Own 
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Figure 9 Biosecurity Chart. 
Source: Own 

 

 
In Figure 11, the ranges assessed on the farms where the research study was 

conducted are represented in its various colours, discriminating against the 

aspects found to find the data that allowed to arrive at an analysis of the level at 

which the three farms observed in the research period are, thanks to the provision 

of the administrators who allowed the visits to be made for this document that 

exposed the investigative point in relation to the information obtained for validation. 

It is recommended that companies that already have a background in the field of 

incubation, transfer their experiences to new entrepreneurs so that share 

EVALUACIÓN FINAL BIOSEGURIDAD EN LAS FINCAS 

PANACA PLUMICOLOR GRANJA VILLA DE LEYVA IDEAL 

Ingreso A La Granja 
50 

Otros 
40 

Manejo General 

30 
 

20 
Supervisión Veterinaria Personal 

10 
 

0 

Alistado Y Vaciado 
Desinfección 

Agua Y Alimento 

Control Fauna Nociva Manejo De Desechos 

Instalaciones 
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knowledge and together they can develop improvement plans in the missing 

aspects to obtain a level of quality and efficiency in the processes to develop 

everything related to bird incubation. 

Through the analysis carried out, it can be inferred that the company Plumicolor 

having little experience, denotes that it manages an innovative plus, that impacts 

and stands out with the other companies that already have a recognition in the 

market for its long history, in the implementation of the biosecurity plan for poultry 

care, these two companies (PANACA, Villa de Leyva), are in a "comfort zone" 

where some aspects that are of great importance to maintain the status and quality 

of companies have been neglected, often refrain from socializing relevant data 

between companies so as not to generate competition and maintain their originality 

in relation to others. A good implementation of a biosecurity strategic plan can be a 

differentiating element in front of the market, and consequently obtain effective 

results from the economics, as well as from the quality and care of the species. 

It is important to emphasize that farms have an important mission, which is to 

safeguard life and care for endangered species, raising awareness among 

humanity that the poultry world is rich in its diversity and that care must be taken 

care of so that the new generations know them. 
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7 THE EVOLUTION OF INCUBATORS 

 

Over time, the incubation method has evolved through the need to supply the world 

economy, with a product that is part of the food chain such as consumer birds, 

source of protein for humans, where in times past the peasant raised his birds in a 

traditional way and domestic whose productions were scarce, and that is where the 

idea of creating incubators is born that increase the process to obtain more birth. 

 

 
7.1 INCUBATOR CONCEPT 

 
Device or device intended for artificial incubation and in which eggs laid by 

oviparous animals are kept at a constant heat temperature to achieve the 

development of embryos, "the incubator of an poultry farm” (58). The information 

on the associated data sheets can be found in Annex 1. 

 
 

7.1.1 Definition of incubation 
 

Artificial incubation is the incubation of eggs by incubating machines that provide 

an adequate and controlled environment for the development of breeding of birds 

and reptiles. Commercially, the use of artificial incubation to raise chickens, 

turkeys, ducks and ostriches etc. is widespread. 
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Figure 10 Structure of an automatic incubator. 
Source: Supported by information5

 

 

 

 
Figure 11 Basic incubator structure. 

 

 
5https://www.aveindustrias.com/page/maru-max-380 

https://www.aveindustrias.com/page/maru-max-380
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7.1.2 Types of incubators 

Source: Supported by information6
 

 

Incubators are classified according to their complexity in design, structure and 

control, being these: 

➢ Manual incubators. 
 

➢ Semi-automatic incubators. 
 

➢ Automatic incubator. 

 
 

7.1.3 Manual Incubators 
 

Manual incubators are inexpensive and easy to manufacture, as the name 

suggests are manually operated (Illustration 14) the flipping of egg trays are mader 

by the operator 3 to 4 times per day and lack adequate temperature control for 

incubation. Having the operator be aware of its temperature to activate or 

deactivate the heating element involved in the process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

6https://co.pinterest.com/pin/460844974372412075/ 

https://co.pinterest.com/pin/460844974372412075/


7 https://steemit.com/animales/@thetiger/incubadora-para-reproduccion-de-pollitos-hecha-en-casa 
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Figure 12 Manual Incubator. 
Source: Supported by information7

 

 

 
7.1.4 Semi-automatic incubator 

 
In this type of incubators (Figure 15) the temperature control is carried out by 

means of a thermostat, which has the function of regulating the indicated 

temperature for the proper functioning of the same, but other parameters such as 

humidity and egg flipping are performed manually being an equally tedious process 

for the poultry as the case of manual incubators. 

https://steemit.com/animales/%40thetiger/incubadora-para-reproduccion-de-pollitos-hecha-en-casa
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Figure 13 . Structure of a semi-automatic incubator. 

Source: Supported by information8
 

 

 
7.1.5 Automatic incubator 

 
In this type of incubators (Figure 16) the controls of all the parameters of the same 

are fully automatic, being more reliable and more accurate, in addition to being of 

great help to poultry farmers who should not be constantly monitoring the 

incubation process and only from time to time to verify that everything is in correct 

operation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

8https://www.amazon.es/TIKEN-Incubadora-Semiautom%C3%A1tico-Temperatura-Incubadoras/dp/B07T5C2MVJ 

https://www.amazon.es/TIKEN-Incubadora-Semiautom%C3%A1tico-Temperatura-Incubadoras/dp/B07T5C2MVJ
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Figure 14 Structure of an automatic incubator. 
Source: Supported by information9

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
9 https://www.incubarbarato.com/producto/132-incubadora-profesional-440-huevos.html 

https://www.incubarbarato.com/producto/132-incubadora-profesional-440-huevos.html
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8. STATE OF THE ART 

 
 

The project is based on analyzing and comparing the investigative information that 

exists on incubators for exotic birds (ostriches) which allow us to make a 

comparison between the technological evolution that has emerged with studies by 

authors interested in innovating, creating and Inventing prototypes that impact the 

needs of effective poultry reproduction, is why the methodology that I will mention 

below allows us to validate parameters on incubator research. 

 
One of the Methodologies to be used is that of Patricio Morcillo who comments on 

the following: 

 
A. Design a process of the Competitive Intelligence structure according to the 

successive phases. 

B. This process shows the obtaining, analysis, validation and dissemination of 

information of strategic value about the organization. 

C. This information is transmitted to those responsible for the organization for 

decision-making, fundamentally starting from the identification of the 

problem, determining the surveillance objectives, which lead to the 

determination of the sources of information in order to capture it. 
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D. The Patricio Morcillo methodology allows us to carry out precise work on the 

technological surveillance process, based on keywords, definition of the 

problem, clear validation of the objectives, and above all to obtain a clear 

search for information with the search engines. most powerful on the market 

with Scopus, WIPO, SPACE, to obtain a clear analysis and validation of the 

information required in the research work. 

Technological surveillance has three components such as: Observation, extraction 

of information and analysis of it, from a cross-sectional perspective, it is possible to 

guide the innovative strategies projected with the inventor's personalized pluss, to 

obtain recognition and distinguish itself in market with the research contributions 

that are reflected in the final product, where it will be validated with the different 

competences and advances in the market. 

The research is based on a scientific method that has theoretical features, which 

have a starting point and an end related to the set of ideas about reality, which 

arises from a problem formulated from the scientific method, which provides 

previous approaches to To observe the results given by experimentation in real 

time, in this case, in order to design the incubator device, an in-depth investigation 

was carried out, in order to have a clear idea of the prototype that was to be 

designed, therefore, the method scientist was the most successful to apply linearly. 
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Teoría empirical observation 

 
 
 

 
Another feature of the scientific method that exposes (59), self-criticism, which 

involves self-correcting yourself by mentioning two relevant aspects such as: 

A. The investigator must submit to the critique or value judgment examination, 

in all phases, operations and results, being the same, to the contrast and 

verification. 

B. The achievements of the scientific method are in no case definitive, they are 

always subject to revision, which can be derived from new discoveries and 

points of view. 

Phases of the scientific research process Scientific research is based on a single 

or simple activity, being complex within the successive actions and interrelated with 

the research study. The scientific research process aims to start from the previous 

knowledge and conceptualize reality in order to obtain and formulate new 

approaches through the observation and systematization or collection of data in a 

methodical way, using the most exact expressions of expression possible from 

reality and contribute to the theoretical increase of the sciences, the study of the 

"Incubation System to Intensify the Reproduction of Ostriches" (Illustration 36), 

emphasizes the three management phases such as: documentation, empirical 

research and exposition . 
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Illustration 36 Phases of the Research process. 
Source: Doctoral theses and scientific research work. 

 

 
➢ Documentation: its purpose is to search for sources that support prior 

knowledge and give recognition through reading the topic surrounding the 

research study. 

➢ Primary research: it is based on direct observation of the reality studied, 

obtaining pertinent data that specify the research design or plan, taking into 

account the obtaining of effective data to support the study. 

➢ Secondary research: there is no direct contact with the reality investigated, 

but indirectly through the sources of information consulted. 

➢ Elaboration: through the information obtained and the materials collected in 

the research, the results are exposed to the general public to enable not 

only the knowledge but also the critique and review of the study carried out. 

DOCUMENTATIÓN 

PRIMARY INVESTIGATION 

ELABORATED 

•  Data systematization of the collected material. 

•  Drafting 

•  Presentation 

 

•  Design 

•  Data collection and processing 

•  Documentary search. 

•  Reading. 

•  Worksheets 
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9 DEVELOPMENT 

 

This thesis proposes a technological solution, to a need of the Colombian poultry 

market, for the production of ostriches, were necessary to apply design techniques, 

fuzzy control, control management, sensors and power generation systems. 

 
 

To do this, an architecture and design was implemented in hardware and software 

that allowed us to meet the complete characteristics of an incubator machine, all 

this was validated by the curves obtained in the tests and the detailed analysis of 

each of the devices used, achieving an optimal result in the process. The 

methodology applied consists of obtaining the block diagram and the transfer 

function for the control systems, obtaining this data as a reference continues to 

apply the ROUTH-HURWITZ method, which serves to analyze the stability of 

dynamic systems and verifies that it is a stable system, this process is performed 

analytically and subsequently with the help of the MATLAB software the results are 

corroborated. Once the aspects applicable to the incubation environment have 

been verified through the software through the simulation, the electrical and 

electronic system of the incubator machine is executed. In this process it was 

necessary to devise two prototypes which are set out below. 
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9.1 SELECTION OF THE MATERIAL TO BE USED IN THE STRUCTURE 

 
Among the materials to be taken into account for the realization of this project we 

have: Wood (roble), aluminum, stainless steel, polyurethane foam. All the technical 

data sheets of the materials described below shall be set out in ANNEX 1. 

 
 

9.1.1 Wood 
 

Woods are one of the most suitable materials for this type of work since wood has 

a physical property that does not possess any other type of the materials 

mentioned above and is hygroscopy, a property that regulates moisture, with which 

it dilates or contracts to absorb or yield moisture. Among the woods there are 

endless types, but one of the best indicated for this type of work is oak since it is 

one of the most used in the naval industry for its high hardness and 9 resistance to 

moisture, in addition, oak is used in the production of barrels to age wines and 

spirits. 

 
 

9.1.2 Aluminum 
 

Aluminum is a non-ferrous metal with a very good conductivity very commonly 

used as a heat sink. 
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9.1.3 Stainless steel 
 

Stainless steel is one of the most used metals in the food industry and when it 

comes to health, it is a material that does not oxidize making it ideal for cleaning all 

its parts without risking the proliferation of bacteria or fungi. 

 
 

9.1.4 Polyurethane foam poliuretano 
 

Polyurethane foam is one of the best insulators that exists on the market, but it has 

the disadvantage that it is very soft and does not resist loads so to use this material 

we must use another type of material that serves as a structure, being an 

inconvenience since it was necessary an additional expense for the structure that 

supports this material. 

 
 

9.1.5 Electronic elements to be used in the project 
 

The electronic, electrical and mechanical elements are chosen for the elaboration 

of this project, in the case of materials that exist of various types and 

characteristics comparison tables is made and the most suitable for the 

development of the project is chosen. 

 
 

9.1.6 Arduino Mega 2560 
 

The Arduino Mega 2560 (Illustration 17) is a microcontroller board based on the 

ATmega2560. It features 54 digital input/output pins (of which 15 can be used as 



10 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
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10 PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UART (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz 

crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power connector, an ICSP header, and a 

reset button. It contains everything necessary to support the microcontroller; 

simplement must be connected to a computer with a USB cable or cp lugged with 

an AC to DC adapter or battery to get started. The Mega 2560 board is compatible 

with most shields designed for the One and the above boards Duemilanove o 

Diecimila. 

 

 
Illustration 15 Arduino Mega 2560. 

Source: Supported by information10
 

 

 
9.1.7 Motor DC de 2 rpm 

 
2 rpm motor (Illustration 18) direct current at 12 V, with metal gear reducing box, 

ideal for generating high torque. This engine ensures mobility and electricity 

consumption. 

 
 
 

https://www.arduino.cc/


11 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
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Figure 16rpmmotor. 
Source: Supported by information11

 

 
 

9.1.8 Módulo de reloj 
 

The DS3231 module allows you to keep a detailed record of the course of time on 

our microcontroller. Projects that can be carried out with this module range from 

sensor stations to alarms and data logging probes. This module includes an 

integrated circuit, the DS3231, plus a voltage regulator, a 3.6 volt battery (of those 

found on computer motherboards), among other things (it is able to measure 

temperature). It communicates with Arduino using the I2C protocol, so the VCC, 

GND, SCL and SDA pins are distinguished. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.arduino.cc/


12 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
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Figure 17 . Clock module for Arduino. 
Source: Supported by information12

 

 

 
9.1.9 Smart touch screen nextion Xn4024t032 

 
The 3.2" LCD Touch Smart Display (Illustration 20) Nextion NX4024T032 provides 

a very user-friendly control and display interface is the best solution to replace the 

traditional LCD. Some hardware is from the TFT board series and part of 12 

Nextion software. It uses a single serial port to make communication. They allow 

you to get rid of wiring problems. It is easy to adapt to existing projects. It is a 

powerful 3.2'' operator, the TFT 400x240 touch screen resistive display, 4MB 

Flash, 2 KBytes of RAM, 65 thousand colors 

https://www.arduino.cc/


13 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
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Illustration 18 Nextion NX4024T032 Smart Screen 
Source: Supported by information13

 

 

 
9.1.10 Humidity and temperature sensor DHT22. 

 
It is a low-cost, easy-to-use digital humidity and temperature digital (Illustration 21) 

sensor. This sensor is ideal for environmental detection and data logging and is 

perfect for weather stations or humidity control systems. All you need for 

communication is the ADC data line for accurate relative humidity readings and 

temperature readings. 

https://www.arduino.cc/
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Figure 19 DHT22 Humidity and Temperature Sensor 
Source: Supported by information14

 

 

 
Depending on its operation and the way they transform the signal, there are 

different types of temperature sensors. Mainly, there are three categories within 

these sensors: thermocouples, thermistors and RTD. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 20 . Thermocouple Sensor. 

Source: Supported by information15
 

 

 

14 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
15 https://www.autocorerobotica.com.br/sensor-de-temperatura-termopar-tipo-j-0-600c-curto 

https://www.arduino.cc/
https://www.autocorerobotica.com.br/sensor-de-temperatura-termopar-tipo-j-0-600c-curto
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Thermocouple (Figure 22) is the most commonly used sensor in temperature 

measurement systems. These economical sensors, easy to install and with 

precision adjusted to different processes. Although its operation is sufficiently 

compliant, its response may be somewhat slow compared to other types of 

temperature sensors. 

 
The operation of thermocouples is based on two metal wires of different materials 

joined by one end, which is known as a hot gasket or measuring joint. It has 

another separate end, called a cold joint. The temperature difference between the 

two joints produces a voltage differential, which will be the signal sent to the 

electronic device. 

 
Within these sensors, there are different types of thermocouples depending on the 

materials of which they are composed. The most common are the following: 

➢ Type J Thermocouple: Made of a combination of iron and check (copper 

and nickel alloy). For limited use in oxidizing environments. It has a 

temperature range between 0 oC and 750 oC. 

 
➢ Type T Thermocouple: It consists of a copper wire and a checker wire. 

 
Recommended for use in humid environments. Its temperature range is 

between -250 oC and 350 oC. 

➢ Thermocouple Type K: Composed of a chrome (chrome and nickel alloy) 

and al omega gasket (aluminum and nickel alloy), it is the most widespread 

temperature capture system. Its temperature range is very wide, ranging 
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from -200 oC to 1250 oC, although it is recommended for measurements 

between 300 and 1100 oC. 

 
➢ Type E Thermocouple: Its combination of materials include chromega and 

check. Its temperature range is between -200 oC and 900 oC. 

 
In addition to these four common forms of thermocouples, there are many other 

variants. Notable are the formats for high temperatures, such as the Type S 

Thermocouple (between 0 oC and 1650 oC) or the Type R Thermocouple (between 

0 oC and 1750 oC). 

 

Ilustración 21 Sensor RTD (Resistance Temperature Detector). 
Source: Supported by information16

 

 
 

Its general structure is usually composed of a well-wrapped wire with a glass or 

ceramic core around it. 

 
These temperature sensors (Ilustration 23) are especially suitable for 

measurement in industrial environments, thanks to their immunity to electrical 

 

 

16 http://www.akrimet.com/nuevo/pueden-ajustarse-las-pt100/ 

http://www.akrimet.com/nuevo/pueden-ajustarse-las-pt100/


17 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
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noise. Among the main materials that are often built are platinum, molybdenum, 

copper and nickel. 

 
 

9.1.11 Code for the humidity sensor. 
 

El DHT11 boasts of being a sensor with high reliability and stability due to its 

calibrated digital signal. It can be purchased in two ways, individually where we 

only have the DHT11 sensor, or inserted into a PCB. The difference in price is not 

excessive and the PCB version provides a pull-up resistance of 5 ko and an LED 

that warns us of its operation. Another difference between these two versions of 

the DHT11(Figure 24) is the pins. In the PCB-free version you have 4 pins and in 

the PCB version we have 3 pins. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 22 Sensor DHT11 

Source: Supported by information17
 

https://www.arduino.cc/
https://amzn.to/2mkbGSj


18 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
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Not to be confused between analog and digital. Although connected to a digital pin, 

it is an analog device. Within the device itself, the conversion between analog and 

digital is done. Therefore, it is part of an analog signal that is then converted into 

digital format and sent to the microcontroller. The data frame is 40 bits (Figure 25) 

corresponding to the dhT11's humidity and temperature information. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 23 Bit screen 

Source: Supported by information18
 

 

 
The first group of 8-bit is the entire part of the humidity and the second group the 

decimal part. The same goes for the third and fourth group, the entire part of the 

temperature and the decimal part. Finally, the parity bits to confirm that there is no 

corrupt data. These parity bits only do we make sure that the information is correct, 

adding up the first 4 8-bit groups. This sum must be equal to the parity bit. If we 

focus on the image above and add the bits, and check that everything is correct. 

 
0011 0101 + 0000 0000 + 0001 1000 + 0000 0000 = 0100 1101 

https://www.arduino.cc/


19 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
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9.1.12 Connected DHT11 without Pcb. 
 

To connect the circuit of a typical application with a DHT11, you will need to have a 

pull-up resistor connected to the digital output. The recommendation is to use a 

resistor of 5 ko. We have 4 pin VCC (3.5V to 5V), digital I/O output, PIN not 

connected NC and GND grounding. The electrical scheme of the DHT11 would be 

as follows (Figure 26): 

 
 

 

 
Figure 24 . DHT11 Connection With PCB 

Source: Supported by information19
 

 

 
9.1.13 DHT11 connection with PCB. 

 
Unlike the other model, the DHT11 (Figure 27) integrated into a PCB already 

comes with the built-in pull-up resistance. It can be very useful at times, but if we 

add a cable of more than 20 meters, this factor should be taken into account. 

https://www.arduino.cc/


20 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
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This DHT11 model has 3 pins, the GND grounding, for DATA and for VCC power 

(3.5V to 5V). In the following image you can see the connection scheme with 

Arduino. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 25 Sensor connection 

Source: Supported by information20
 

 
 

9.1.14 Programming the DHT11 from the Arduino. 
 

If the DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor had to be programmed from 

scratch, it would be frankly complicated. However, the libraries around Arduino 

make life much easier for us. This is a clear example. There are several libraries 

that can be used to obtain temperature and humidity information. In this case we 

will use the one provided by Adafruit (See ANEXO 3).. This library is very 

simple to use and works for both models, DHT11 with PCB and without PCB. 

https://www.arduino.cc/
https://github.com/adafruit/DHT-sensor-library


22 https://www.arduino.cc/ 
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Figure 26 Moisture connection 
Source: Supported by information21

 

 

 

 
Illustration 27 Humidity and temperature module. 

Source: Supported by information22
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
21 https://www.arduino.cc/ 

https://www.arduino.cc/
https://www.arduino.cc/


23 https://es.aliexpress.com/i/33005757607.html 
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9.1.15 Niquelinas 
 

110V 300W tubular niquelinas (Illustration 30) specially designed for heating 

applications, are elements that are manufactured based on nickel, where electrical 

energy is transformed into heat. 

 
 

Illustration 28 . Ceramic cartridge heater. 
Source: Supported by information23

 

 
 

9.1.16 Ventiladores 
 

A fan (Illustration 31) is a set of motors and blades that has as its main function to 

move a gas (usually air) from one place to another which allows us to generate a 

process of injection and expulsion of air in the incubator. 

https://es.aliexpress.com/i/33005757607.html


24 https://ecomakerstore.com/products/ventilador-foxconn-12v-0-14a-8-8-2-5-cm?locale=en 
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Illustration 29 Fan 12V. 

Source: Supported by information24
 

 
 

9.1.17 Power supply 
 

The power supply (Illustration 32)   as it is also known, is defined within the scope 

of electronics, such as the instrument that transforms into alternating current, into 

one or more direct or direct currents, which are used to power different electronic 

devices, such as televisions, computers, printers, etc.. 

https://ecomakerstore.com/products/ventilador-foxconn-12v-0-14a-8-8-2-5-cm?locale=en
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Figure 30 Power source. 
Source: Supported by information25

 

 
 

9.1.18 Mini water pump 
 

It is called a water pump (Ilustration 33) the device that manages to convert the 

mechanical energy that allows its energy to be operated into energy of an 

incompressible fluid that it manages to displace. When the energy of the fluid 

(water) increases, it also manages to increase its pressure, height orelocity. 

 

 
Illustration 31 Water pump. 

 

 
25 https://intercompras.com/p/fuente-poder-xtech-psu-230w-500w-atx-pines-sata-139068 

https://intercompras.com/p/fuente-poder-xtech-psu-230w-500w-atx-pines-sata-139068
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9.1.19 Control PID 

Source: Supported by information26
 

 

The PID control is a type of controller that has three actions, proportional action, 

integral action and derivative action, with which the system best fits the plant being 

one of the most used systems when performing controls that require more precise 

accuracy. This chapter does not extend into this topic as it covers several points to 

be clarified, only a brief explanation of the system used for temperature control. 

 

 
9.2 TYPES SISTEMAS OF HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEMS 

 
Heat transfer can be done in different ways, but one is selected depending on the 

system and the application to be given to it. 

➢ Driving transfer 
 

➢ Convection transfer 
 

➢ Radiation transfer 

 
 

Driving transfer 
 

Heat transfer by conduction is the transfer of energy due to the interactions 

between particles inside a material. Heat transfer by 17 conduction is directly 

related to the temperature gradient within the body and is governed by Fourier's 

law of heat conduction. (Kenneth Wark). 

 

 
26 https://www.genpalmaj.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=719794 

https://www.genpalmaj.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=719794
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9.2.1 Convection transfer 
 

Convection heat transfer is the transfer of energy between the surface of a solid 

and a liquid or gas due to fluid movement. The actual mechanism is a combination 

of conduction in the between solid-fluid phase and the movement of the fluid that 

carries the energy. (Kenneth Wark). 

 
 

9.2.2 Radiation transfer 
 

Radiation heat transfer is the transfer of energy by electromagnetic radiation. 

Radiation-transferred energy can be emitted from a surface or from inside 

transparent and solid fluids. Unlike conduction and convection transfer, radiation 

transfer can occur in a vacuum. (Kenneth Wark). 

 

 
9.3 SELF LEVELING FOR UNDERFLOOR HEATING 

 
 

NOTE: It is important to clarify the heating with which the incubator was initially 

proposed is by underfloor heating, but because of the current health emergency 

situation in the country it was not possible to install it at this time, but it is also 

planned for the next prototypes. 

 
It is called underfloor heating, radiant parament or radiant slab to the heating 

system that uses one of a premises is walls as a heat emitter. The emitter can be 
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any of the walls of the premises to be heated (floor, walls or ceiling), but the most 

common thing is to use the floor. Advantages and disadvantages Pipe mounting for 

a radiant wall heating system (note that it is an incorrect installation: it is impossible 

to purge air from pipes). 

 
The great advantage of this heating system is that it affects the resulting 

temperature, in which the average radiant temperature and dry air temperature are 

involved, so that, in this case, because there is a higher average radiant 

temperature, the dry air temperature can be lowered by two or three degrees, 

decreasing to that extent the heat loss of the room to the outside , without 

diminishing the performance in terms of thermal comfort (thermal sensation). 

 
It is a system that produces reduced air movements, given the low emission 

temperature and the extension of the emitter, and therefore suitable in high- 

ceilinged premises, largely avoiding the problem of thermal air stratification, which 

would accumulate hot air at the top of the premises, far from the occupied area. 

 
In the underfloor heating, the temperature at which the water flows inside is 

moderate, from 35 to 45 oC, unlike the 70 - 90oC of the system that uses radiators, 

so it could be used with solar collectors, without the need for a support heater. 

 
Due to the surface extent of the emitter, low temperatures are used, because the 

emission depends on the temperature difference between the emitter and the 
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environment and the emitter surface (the higher the emission surface a lower 

temperature difference will be required). Some regulations limit this soil 

temperature to 28 or 29 oC. 

 
It is a type of material that improves the energy performance of this type ofheating. 

Because mortars with special characteristics are applied to make the most of the 

underfloor heating system: Lower layer thickness, high thermal conductivity and 

the absence of joints, facilitate heat transmission and distribution, improving energy 

performance. This system (Illustration 34) will be used for new models. 

 

 
Illustration 32 Underfloor implantation. 

Source: Supported by information27
 

 

 
Solar-powered electricity generation using photovoltaic systems has always been 

directed at the rural sector, where high generation costs mainly resulting in fuel 

prices, and operating and maintenance costs in remote remote areas, make solar 

generation more economical in the long term and reliable. 

 

 

27 https://e-ficiencia.com/suelo-radiante-ventajas-funcionamiento-tipos/ 

https://e-ficiencia.com/suelo-radiante-ventajas-funcionamiento-tipos/
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In rural electrification programs, the conventional system for isolated homes has 

consisted of a 50 to 70 Wp solar panel, a battery between 60 and 120, and a 

charge regulator (Figure 35). These small systems supply energy to meet the basic 

need of rural communities, it is essential for the incubator to use this technology to 

ensure the constant flow of electricity, where it is avoided that the instability 

(discharges or permanent cuts of energy) electrical interferes with the process of 

hatching the ostrich egg. Therefore, one of the advantages is the saving of the 

energy consumption of the power utility and the guarantee of an optimal incubation 

process. 

 

 
Figure 33 Connecting the entire solar panel. 

Source: Supported by information28
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
28 https://www.areatecnologia.com/electricidad/regulador-de-carga-solar.html 

https://www.areatecnologia.com/electricidad/regulador-de-carga-solar.html
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9.4 PROTOTYPE NUMBER 1. 

 
The first prototype (Illustration 37 and 38)consisted of a machine with dimensions 

of 80 cm * 80 cm in cubic form   of wood, With supports inside it for storing 

ostrich eggs, contains a box inside it of 15cm *15cm, for the storage of electrical 

circuits, to keep the heat installed on the walls fiberglass lined with aluminum to 

maintain the appropriate environmental conditions for the incubation system. The 

machine is supported by screws    that give it stability and firmness, in addition it 

has a door that is anclada with hinges and rubbers to ensure that heat, humidity, 

ventilation and other factors that influence the process are not lost. 

 
 

Figure 34 First prototype. Wooden assembly. 
Source: Own 

Wooden 
structure 

Aluminum and 
fiberglass cover 
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Figure 35 First prototype. Wooden assembly. 
Source: Own 

 

 
Different heating elements were used to maintain the proper temperature, in the 

incubation of ostrich eggs among these is the resistance of the (Figure39) which 

allows to heat inside the incubator and maintain the temperature at 37.6 oC, of 

course, with the process of programming and adjusting the sensors. 

Figure 36 Heat resistance. 

Source: Supported by information29
 

 
 
 

 
 

29https://articulo.mercadolibre.com.mx/MLM-602037864-resistencia-para-incubadora-placa-caliente-ceramica-a-110-v- 

_JM?quantity=1 

Wooden 
structure 80 cm 

X 80 cm 

Material in balso 
stick and triplex 

https://articulo.mercadolibre.com.mx/MLM-602037864-resistencia-para-incubadora-placa-caliente-ceramica-a-110-v-_JM?quantity=1
https://articulo.mercadolibre.com.mx/MLM-602037864-resistencia-para-incubadora-placa-caliente-ceramica-a-110-v-_JM?quantity=1
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To generate the amount of moisture, required, two humidifiers were placed as 

shown in the following Illustration 40. 

 
 

Illustration 37 Humifier. 

Source: Supported by information30
 

 

 
The prototype was made in January 2018, where basic design and control tests 

were carried out on all electrical and electronic elements of the systems used. This 

prototype lacked the design of machine properties in its final structure, to ensure 

that the features and functionality tests were effective as shown in the following 

Illustration 41, 42, 43, 44 detailing the basic elements of the first prototype. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
30https://electroinformaticaxxi.com/accesorios-incubadoras/993-kit-control-de-humedad-para-incubadoras-eco-higrostato- 

wh8040-220v-humidificador-usb-.html 

https://electroinformaticaxxi.com/accesorios-incubadoras/993-kit-control-de-humedad-para-incubadoras-eco-higrostato-wh8040-220v-humidificador-usb-.html
https://electroinformaticaxxi.com/accesorios-incubadoras/993-kit-control-de-humedad-para-incubadoras-eco-higrostato-wh8040-220v-humidificador-usb-.html
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Figure 38 First electrical control system. 
Source: Own 

 

 

 
Figure 39 First Incubation Module with Trays. 

Source: Own 
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Figure 40 Incubation module. 
Source: Own 

 

 

 
Figure 41 and humidity software. 

Source: Own. 

 

 
The difficulties encountered with the first prototype were as follows: 

 
➢ Sensors: The arrangement of the sensors used did not include the 

possibility of measuring and guaranteeing the measurements being taken 

within the device, the machin contuvo four different temperature sensors, a 

thermocouple, a thermocouple, a DHT11, LM35,at the time off testing, it was 

observed that the thermocouple or thermocouple, were the most stable 

sensors that suited, to the optimum temperature, guaranteeing the design 

Fiber Wall 
with 

Aluminum 

Movement 

Sensors 

Temperature 
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curve for the incubation process. The humidity sensors were installed in 

different parts of the machine, to ensure their measurement, where the 

following components were used, DHT11, the combined sensor SHT71 

Dynamo Electronics, watermark moisture sensor 200ss -5 200ss-10, DHT21 

sensor. Departing from the tests executed it was checked that the 

watermark 200ss -5 200ss-10sensoris suitable for collecting the data and 

maintaining the control necessary for the exact humidification for the 

incubation stages. 

➢ Ventilation: To generate ventilation within the system two fans were 

installed, one as an extractor and one as an air injector, these are   located 

at the top of the machine, its basic feature is a fans of 4 inches to 120 volts 

AC, of 380 mA of power, silent operation, at the time its performance was 

validated was observed, that the power consumption is very high and its 

size is small for the design that had been proposed previously, then an 

improvement was generated in prototype number two. 

➢ Egg flipping (Figure 45): A rotation system for eggs was installed inside the 

machine, which ensured   the movement of the platform every half hour, 

with a tilt of 450 with movement to the right and left side, for this purpose a 

110V AC engine was used, three revolutions model T8000, this device for 

its reference generates a high power consumption and its pairing with the 

hardware and software is complex, therefore, the decision was made to 
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change the engine by a stepper motor of 12 Volts DC, which optimizes the 

movement and its low power consumption in relation to the previous one. 

 

 
Figure 42 Motion model. 

Source: Supported by information31
 

 
 
 

9.5 PROTOTYPE NUMBER 2. 

 
The second prototype consisted of a machine with dimensions ofa 1m X 0.96 m 

X 1m, in cubic form, with two surfaces of different dielectric materials, which 

guarante is rum that the system for incubation, maintains its durability and 

maintenance over time.. The c incubator contains four supports inside it for the 

total storage of 20 ostrich eggs. For the location of the four supports was 

necessary, design an internal box of antioxidant material with the following 

dimensions: 70cm X 70cm X 70cm, this internal box was made with airtight 

material that ensures that the heat is not escaped and kept at the ideal 

temperature, it is also important to highlight that the system has the hygiene and 

 

 
31 https://www.pinterest.es/pin/508343876679530266/ 

https://www.pinterest.es/pin/508343876679530266/
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biosecurity care required for its operation.32 Below is shown in the (Illustration 46, 

47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52), the incubator developed with the optimal characteristics in 

terms of the study and tests carried out through the aforementioned designs, all 

with the guarantee of establishing the best development and performance in its 

incubation processes. The plans and design of this device were made with own 

authorship, from the knowledge acquired through visits on different farms, it was 

observed that there are shortcomings in the incubation process, where they use 

obsolete methods, which causes to lose a lot of hatching of ostrich eggs, that is 

why, this machine was designed to improve and optimize the incubation process 

efficiently and effectively, responding to the need to raise the likelihood of life of 

ostriches. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

32Cleaning, disinfection, veterinary supervision, waste management, personnel management, water and food 
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Figure 43 Final incubator model. 
Source: Own 
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Ilustración 44 Modelo Final en material. 
Fuente: Propia 

 

 

 
Illustration 45 Front-perspective incubator 

Source: Own 
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Figure 46 Surface incubator. 
Source: Own. 

 

 

 
Ilustración 47. Diseño final. 

Fuente: Propia. 
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Ilustración 48 Diseño realizado final. 
Fuente: Propia 

 

 

 
Figure 49 . Front incubator view. 

Source: Own 

 

 
From the design an optimal model was obtained (Figure 53), which ensured the full 

operation successfully in the incubation process. In addition, it is a prototype that 
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its structure is durable, resistant, non-toxic, accessible to cleaning and above all 

airtight, which guarantees the incubation of ostrich eggs, thanks to the fact that the 

design allows it to be self-sufficient and verifiable. 

 

 

 
Illustration 50 Incubator in production. 

Source: Own 

 

 
The incubator as described consists of two surfaces for its process the first drawer, 

of metallic material and the second wooden material both resistant to heat, 

humidity and factors that influence the deterioration of the same. In illustrations 54, 

55, it shows the assembly of the devices that operate the system for the operation 

of the incubator, it is noteworthy that all the elements that were installed are based 

on the expertity acquired in the process of the scientific method where tests have 

been carried out to perfect and reach an optimal result of the machine, taking into 
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account that a transfer line was obtained that shows the balance between science 

technology and natural life. 

 
 

Figure 51 Assembling the incubator system. 
Source: Own 
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Figure 52 Assembling the incubator system. 
Source: Own 

 
 

In the montage of Ilustration 56, it is shown that in the upper and lower holes that 

appear have an important functionality in the design of the machine, since they are 

responsible for maintaining the factors (temperature, humidity and ventilation), of 

incubation optimal for the development of the embryo. 
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Ilustración 53 Factores de incubación 
Fuente: propia 

 

 
As for IoT technology, a device was created that allows to validate by means of 

applications or app, the status, operation and advances of incubation of the eggs 

introduced inside the incubator making a daily report, thus obtaining the expected 

results. In this way, there is the possibility of creating intelligent machines that 

perform an automatic control of the monitoring systems and report on the delivery 

of exact measurements that are being taken within any device all this because all 

the devices are connected to the Internet performing data transmission. 

The automation of production processes and the efficiency of the models of 

management and control of the machinery that make up the industry has allowed 

large corporations to generate million-dollar savings and make their businesses 

thanks to IoT, to the point of developing an  advanced concept that calls  the 
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Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). This is why it is of the utmost importance that 

the incubator handles all the necessary features of this technology, for this we are 

using elements and devices that generate good communication between the client 

and the device. Within the process that was generated with IoT, the following 

features had to be validated: 

➢ The impact on the flip angle permanently influences the impact of embryo 

development, if the eggs do not flip, or if the flip is not done properly (angle 

or frequency), the early mortality levels (blood membrane and ring) and late 

mortality levels of the embryo are increased. These late deaths show 

characteristic signs of inadequate flipping due to the low growth of the 

chorioalantioid membrane, leaving albumin residues at the bottom of the 

egg. Small embryos will also be observed and the incidence of two specific 

mal positions will increase: malposition one (the head at the small end of the 

egg) and two malposition (the head to the left side). This specific 

combination of embryonic mortality categories is a typical indicator that the 

incubator presents problems with the egg flipping procedure for this reason 

it is relevant to make clear that the flip angle will be performed, on the first 

days of incubation every 30 minutes, with an inclination of 40 to 45 degrees 

on the right and left sides respectively. 

➢ In the incubator it is necessary to obtain an optimal temperature range for 

the embryos to feel comfortable, it is to be remembered that the sudden 
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change in temperature will cause drastic impacts of the chick so it is 

necessary to guarantee its 99% its effectiveness. 

➢ The system will provide constant monitoring and reporting on all existing 

devices within the incubator, sensors, actuators and faults, all through 

records made by the system. 

➢ It should be noted that newborn ostriches cannot regulate their temperature 

very well, which is why it is advised to leave them inside the incubator for at 

least 24 hours more controlling the appropriate thermal level for this stage. 

➢ The incubator has electronic moisture sensors, which is guaranteeing the 

perfect moisture inside the device, all because the saturated solutions of 

different salts, depend on the temperature, always produce the same 

reading in an electronic humidity sensor. Two of these compounds are 

suitable for calibrating the electronic moisture sensors of incubators or 

hatchers at incubation/hatching temperatures (98-100oF). 

➢ In addition, since the temperature of the incubator is approximately 100oF 

(37.8 C), warm humidity provides an ideal environment to promote the 

growth of mold and bacteria, especially on surrounding surfaces. Water 

vapour can also carry mold spores and bacteria that can be established in 

the shell or penetrate through micro-cracks from the shell into the egg. This 

is why it is advisable that every time an incubation is to be carried out, the 
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whole cleaning and disinfection process must be carried out within the 

incubator. 

➢ The incubator is equipped with carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors, which causes 

the machine's gates to automatically adjust according to the CO2, which 

accumulates by the product of the developing embryos. This can work well, 

but only if THE CO2 sensors work accurately. Sensors that yield values 

greater or less than real ones cause the machine to receive incorrect 

ventilation. When this occurs, ostrich quality and incubability can be 

gradually reduced. Figure 57 shows the typical CO2 sensor of an incubator, 

covered with protective caps. If the caps are clogged with dust or 

condensation, the sensor will produce a higher artificial value than the real 

one. 

 

 
Figure 54. CO Sensor2 

Source: Supported by information33
 

 
 

 
33 https://es.aliexpress.com/item/32737298149.html 

https://es.aliexpress.com/item/32737298149.html
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The machine has a programming system which is highlighted with the app shown 

in Illustration 58. This is the real-time data display front panel. 

 
 

Illustration 55 APP. "Front panel" 
Source: Own 

 

 
The following is detailed in Figure 59, the graphical indicators of sensor 

measurements used within the incubator. 
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Figure 56. Graphic sensor indicator 
Source: Own 

 

 
Shown in Illustration 60, the system allows to visualize the graphical indicators of 

on and off the fans with CO2 sensor control and speed of each, maintaining its 

regulation according to the need of incubation. 

 
 

Illustration 57 Ventilation control 
Source: Own 
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Figure 61 identifies the Graphical Indicators of temperature, relative humidity, 

position indicator of the tray where the ostrich egg is located and the indicator that 

measures its weight, thus showing the value of each variable. 

 

 
Figure 58 Meters. 

Source: Own 

 

 
Illustration 62 and Figure 63 show the database that the system has the function of 

showing the validations and variation of the entire incubation process. 

 
 

Ilustración 59 Base de datos 
Fuente: Propia 
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Figure 60 Database 
Source: Own 

 

 
In the application was installed a control (illustration 64), temperature, humidity, life 

cycle, weight, ventilation, which allowed us to maintain exactly the desired values 

at each moment of incubation. 

 
 

Ilustración 61 Control de variables 
Fuente: Propia 

 

This application has a control (Figure 65), connection with the pc and with the cell 

phone which allows us to generate a table in Excel, with date, time and value of 
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each measurement. A database was generated with the measurements obtained 

and above all a communication between the devices and the incubator. 

 
 

Figure 62 Communication and data creation. 

Source: Own 

 

 
Sensor Calibration: 

 
➢ It is important to regularly check and calibrate the temperature sensors of 

the incubator, using a calibration probe with an accuracy of 0.2 oF and with 

reading capability at 0.1 oF. When calibration is carried out frequently, 

benefits in consistency and predictability between the machine begin to be 

observed because its temperature is exactly the same. It is important that 

the sensor is optimally calibrated so that in the program and in the execution 

of the software, the entire device works perfectly and with the regulations 

previously regulated. Figure 66 shows how calibration devices were placed 

on a machine sensor. 
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Figure 63 Sensor calibration 
Source: Own 

 

 
➢ The quality of the incubable egg has a significant impact on the incubability 

and quality of the ostrich. Not all shell problems can be detected with the 

naked eye, but this biological limitation can be overcome with the help of a 

UV (ultraviolet) light device which can be a very valuable tool to help identify 

shell hygiene problems. A UV light can be useful in identifying: 

➢ Eggs that have been washed. 
 

➢ Eggs that have been sprayed. 
 

➢ Eggs that have been scrubbed. 
 

➢ Eggs that have been physically scraped/cleaned. 
 

➢ Dirty/floor eggs. 
 

The incubator provides a dark environment which a UV light source directly 
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on the eggs allows us to validate and find eggs that look bright and different. 

Illustration 67 shows photographic evidence inside the incubator with ultra 

violet light identifying the aforementioned aspects. 

 
 

a.   3 días de incubación b.8 días de incubación c.10 días de incubación 

 
 

 
Validation of the operation of the Iincubator 

 
 

The elaborate design allows to validate the efficiency of the incubator, through the 

tests carried out inside the device, this experience was verified with sixty-seven 

(67) ostrich eggs that were offered by the company PLUMICOLOR, interested in 
 

Illustration 64 View of The Ultra Violet Light Eggs 
Source: own 

 

supporting the project that impacted, in its design, electronic structure which 

benefits in greater percentage the incubation of the eggs of the ostriches that they 

maintain on the farm, the effectiveness of incubation was tested on 100% hatched 

ostriches during its process. 

It was validated that ostriches lay two kinds of eggs, fertile and infertile, in this case 

two ostrich eggs were used with an important characteristic such as age and egg 

laying, where machine data showed us that one egg was fertile and another was 

infertile, being incubated for ten days there the infertile egg was extracted and the 
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fertile continuous its incubation process, completing forty-two days inside the 

incubator resulting in the birth of an ostrich. 

Figure 68 - 82 shows the texture, weight loss and birth of the hatch incubated 

ostrich in the machine. 

 

 

 
Illustration 65 Fertile Egg. 

Source: Own 
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Illustration 66 Fertile weight egg initiating incubation. 
Source: Own 

 

 

 
Illustration 67 Fertile egg weight 15 days of incubation. 

Source: Own 
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Illustration 68 Fertile egg weight 30 days of incubation. 
Source: Own 

 

 

 
Illustration 69 Fertile egg weight 40 days of incubation. 

Source: Own 
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Figure 70 Egg in incubation process. 
Source: Own 

 
 

 
Illustration 71 Egg in incubation day 25. 

Source: Own 
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Figure 72 Verification of parameters day 34. 
Source: Own 

 

 

 
Illustration 73 Egg and its fractures after birth. 

Source: Own 
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Figure 74 Birth in incubation day 42. 
Source: Own 

 

 

 
Figure 75 First day of life. 

Source: Own 
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Figure 76 Monitoring environmental factors 
Source: Own 

 

 

 
Figure 77 Survival Validation. 

Source: Own 
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Figure 78 Meeting with the natural environment day three after hatching. 
Source: Own 

 

 

 
Figure 79 Day Eight off device, check vital signs. 

Source: Own 

 

 
In illustrations 83, 84, 85 which show continuousness, a comparison is made of a 

fertile egg and an infertile egg, which through the experimentation study was 

detected, through the process carried out in the incubation machine by the data 

shed in the time I remained within the device. 
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Illustration 80 Infertile Egg. 
Source: Own 

 

 
The egg shown in Illustration 83 is from an ostrich, aged approximately 18 months, 

being its first posture, there are some characteristics of the egg, where it can be 

observed that its texture is different, corrugated and with dents denoting thinness 

and fragility of the shell, on the other hand within the incubation process I do not 

change its weight, during the 10 days, it is worth noting that in the verification with 

the ovoscope no branching of the formation of the veins was observed, nor did the 

formation to the air chamber,. 
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Figure 81 Comparison between a fertile egg and an infertile egg. 
Source: Own 

 

 
In Figure 84, two types of eggs are observed showing the appearance of each of 

the eggs, that of the left side of the image, it can be said that it is fertile being 

verified by the ovioscope by delinating the venous ramifications of the formation of 

the embryo, the air chamber, the weight loss through the incubation process , also 

highlights the smooth and bright texture of the egg, showing strong shell; the egg 

that appears on the right side is different in all the characteristics of an infertile egg 

and rough texture compared to the other. 

 
 

Figure 82 Infertile Egg Check 
Source: Own 

Infertile egg Fertile Egg 
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In Figure 85, by verification the information supplied by the incubator was checked 

in a real way, showing the infertility of the egg as can be seen in the illustration, the 

clear or albumen is of an opaque transparent tone, with highly concentrated 

viscosity, the yolk is a burnt yellow color, the germ disc is not displayed , you do 

not see the shape of the shawl and the vitelin membrane did not maintain the 

circular shape that characterizes it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
10 FIELDWORK 

 

10.1 PRECENDES OF THE COMPANY PLUMICOLOR. 

 
This company has an eight-year background dedicated to building environments 

rich in animal color and beauty, through the reproduction and breeding of birds 
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offered by Plumicolor, with the highest quality standards, putting in your hands the 

opportunity to enjoy a warm atmosphere and the experience of living in the 

company of the most beautiful birds and animals of nature. 

The company motivates to raise awareness of the care of nature and ornamental 

animals in each of the people in order to conserve wildlife, in a future Plumicolor, is 

projected as one of the pioneering hatcheries at the national level with the greatest 

diversity of exotic birds. 

One of the samples are the birds that were evidenced in the field in one of the 

tours made as an investigative experience. 

The company PLUMICOLOR, had great availability and access when starting the 

project, through the interviews given tells us the experience of what the incubation 

process has been like on the farm, what were the advantages and disadvantages 

that were given in the incubation that they manage daily, this company was the one 

that led and performed accompaniment in the investigative process providing 

valuable information to characterize the performance of the elements incorporated 

in the incubator with which today is a fact. Below is photographic evidence of the 

visits made on the farm and its infrastructure. 
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Illustration 83 Company PLUMICCOLOR. 
Source: Own 

 

Illustration 84 Company Plumicolor. Incubation site 
Source: Own 
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10.2 BACKGROUND OF THE FARM OF AVESTRUCES VILLA DE LEYVA 

ESPEXOTICAS S.A.S 

The farm of Villa de Leyva Exotic Species of Colombia S.A.S. It is a private 

company of capital and talent clearly Colombian, dedicated to the zoo breeding of 

ostriches: Reproduction, incubation, breeding, lifting and fattening, thus promoting 

this agricultural activity in Colombia, whose final purpose are agrotourism activities 

with pedagogical and sustainable meaning, seeking not only business and 

industrial growth, but also improve the quality of life of the community generating 

direct and indirect jobs, with a complement of awareness and environmental 

improvement. 

The ostrich farm of Villa de Leiva, providing its capacity to nurture the project, from 

the investigative perspective that was carried out, feed the knowledge in front of 

the incubation process, generating availability to participate in the surveys 

implemented and allowed the entrance to the farm to bring the annotations and 

photographic evidence of the ostriches and the process that they manage in the 

incubation. 
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Ilustración 85 Corales que se manejan en la granja Villa de Leyva 
Fuente: Propia 

 
 
 

10.3 PANACA FARM PRECENDES 

 
The PANACA farm has a staff with successful, cheerful and enthusiastic people, 

who pro mi seman's contact with nature, domestic zoology and heritage, through 

interactivity, learning and purposeful fun; to surpriser       visitors with innovative 

and quality products and services, made with agricultural customs faithful to the 

philosophy that they project in their mission and company vision, their motto is: No 

field there is no city! 

The farm agreed to listen to the information about the project being carried out, 

making known the participation that was wanted by them, but the response was 

negative, since they handled some information protocols and by company policies 

was not allowed free entry, but had to be paid to carry out the observation check , 

of the incubation processes that they carried, which generated high costs to 
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continue the study, it should be noted that the company was involved in some 

surveys that were applied, for the validation of data provided. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
11 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT 

 

The impact on the poultry sector, as a primary factor for the level of food in the 

environment is a current concern in society, for this reason the use of different 

environmental management tools such as life cycle analysis (ACV), allows us to 

quantify the impacts generated and their causes, as a step before the 

implementation of strategies that allow sustainable production. 

The incubator will generate a national impact on poultry production, due to the 

development of the agri-food industry, which continues with an upward trend in the 

coming years, for this it is necessary to rely on all the technology and 

methodologies available, so as not to cause any environmental damage, 

considering cleaning products, water consumption, energy consumption, transport, 

waste, carcasses, paper, cardboard, and materials used. 
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The environmental impact on poultry production is to generate systems that 

contribute to the acquisition of new birds, new products, that improve the quality of 

life of the human being, always taking into account the environmental critical 

factors mentioned above. 

It should be noted that the incubator is a machine that has a low energy 

consumption, since it has solar panels that guarantees an electric self-support in all 

the functionalities it manages for the incubation process of ostriches, where the 

inside of the incubator has established parameters of biosecurity (cleaning, 

disinfection and washing), to prevent the spread of bacteria and / or diseases that 

can affect the ostriches. 

This project also has an added value, which is to preserve the life of exotic birds 

that in this case focuses on ostriches to prevent the species of these birds from 

being extinct managing to appreciate the beauty, intelligence and other 

characteristics of these birds for many more years. 

This project was developed with the environ mentas a second ary axis, generating 

several environmental impacts that are linked, with the production of manure 

generated by ostriches as they contain macronutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus and 

potassium) and some micronutrients that generate easily retightly volatile 

compounds and gases such as ammonia, methane and nitrous oxide, which is why 

we must have adequate control of all these organic materials so that they do not 
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influence groundwater pollution, surface water pollution, air emissions that may 

generate some greenhouse effect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 

During the preparation of this undergraduate work, an incubator design was carried 

out, with IoT technology, by electrical systems, with controlled electronic devices, 

which was feasible and feasible in order to intensify the hatching of ostriches that 

was subsequently tested experimentally obtaining 100% effectiveness. 

This incubator has a plus and is that of having all the criteria (temperature, 

humidity, weight, egg flipping, ventilation, CO2 management, internal oovoscope, 

electrical consumption control, energy saving), incubation from an automated 
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system that guarantees a successful incubation of healthy ostriches, strong for the 

development and growth of the bird. 

It is important to note that, for an incubation process, the device must always have 

all its functions activated, so that when there is a power outage to the machine 

does not interrupt the incubation process and the feed is lost, that is why the 

machine guarantees the electrical flow without any interruption since it has solar 

cells that are recharged and store energy in case of an electric power outage. 

Thanks to the expertise gained in the research study and the experiences 

observed in the farms visited, it was possible to document, design and develop the 

device that today and through experimental tests allowed us to verify the 

effectiveness of the machine throughout the incubation dimension. 

The software (App) that is incorporated and aligned to the incubator, allows to 

store the data supplied by the devices that the machine has, allowing to validate 

and adjust if necessary during the incubation days, with an industrialized capacity 

due to the size designed, having four trays for an hatching of sixteen ostrich eggs. 

It is also important to note that the machine can be adapted and programmed to all 

types of incubation of other species avícolas. 

In Colombia, companies engaged in ostrich poultry are scarce, due to the lack of 

implementation of new and innovative technologies that allow them to guarantee 

the life of these exotic birds, which by the way are rich in their meat properties and 

so on, the use of incubators does not have enough technology, causing a low birth 
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rate compared to the large-scale system. Because yields are low, micro- 

entrepreneurs no longer get optimal results when hatching ostrich eggs and 

sometimes the egg is lost because incubators do not have automated systems and 

often processes must be done manually which is not effective in some cases. 

Today large poultry companies and many countries with high technological 

development, have specialized systems that guarantee a high efficiency value in 

their systems. However, this technology does not arrive in Colombia easily and 

usually has high costs. Having implemented automated incubation tests with robust 

control of high quality sensors, it could be concluded that the incubation was 

effective at 100%, resulting in 67 ostriches coming out of their own shells and 

showing life without any involvement. 

Thanks to empirical experimentation it is possible to conclude that if such projects 

can be carried out that improve the income of small producers and entrepreneurs 

and could contribute to the development of the Colombian poultry field. 

With reference to technology and innovation, it is possible to emphasize that the 

efficiency of the incubation process is directly related to the development of 

automated control schemes, which ensure stable and reliable systems when it 

comes to actual implementation. However, it should be noted that using low-cost 

systems such as Arduino shows versatility and economy, in technical 

implementation, compared to the use of other obsolete systems, while maintaining 
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the stability and reliability needed to produce the result with greater reliability with 

percentages that show efficiency and efficiency of the desired incubation process. 
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